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Floatin' and  Bloatin' with Richie 
How do you describe a trip down the Idaho's Middle Fork of the Salmon with 
a bunch of great people and meat by-products--it's cool! 

By BOB GEDEKOH 

"Becuss uf you, Heinrich ..." 
Where does a burned out paddler go when in need of a vacation from 
whitewater? Why, the Grand Canyon, of course! 

By CHRIS KOLL 

American Whitewater Br iefs 
Deerfield releases scheduled ... TVA levels by phone ... Rio Grande safer 
than rumored ... Film Festival honors best videos ... Review of 
"Gorilla" ... Nolichucky Rodeo scheduled 

Conservation 
News from inside the Beltway ... North Fork Payette protected ... Grand Can- 
yon surges studied 

Safety 
Outfitting a kayak for a large man 
By CHARLIE WALBRIDGE 
Warm-weather Hypothermia 
By JOHN PORTERFIELD 

Big Swim 
Tough Swim, Tougher Rescue 
By DIANE OLIVER 
Redemption on the Russell Fork 
By JOE GREINER 

End Notes 
Giving away money to needy paddlers 
By GARY CARLSON 

Front  cover: The Grand Canyon--the ultimate float-and-bloat trip. Support raft 
is pictured by Dennis Ahern. 



GORILLA 
PADDLING TllC NARROWS OF TIlB GREEN 

'GORILLA' is an admlulinc charged film which documents the 
running or Nonh Cimlins's Green Rivcr Gorge. 'Ihir potcnlislly 
h l a l  scrlmn of xhitclwter called 7hc N a m '  vps until mccnlly 
thought to be unrunnable. 

Follow FamcLand F3sa Callaway. Rob McDannouyl. Tom Visnlur. 
Dswd Renncr. and athcr. d m  lhis ominous journey many consider 
foolhardy. D k w t r  why these hmboalcr. find this dangernu nvcr 
so tmatstiblc 

Pmducer/Dimdor T e y  Shielc' dnmslic point of view piclumc l e t  
you crpenenre viemourly the schimmcnu d lhere danng few in a 
12 112 mmute film that u mdcfininp thc nalm of porr6btlity In 
whitcunter sport. 

To gel a VIlS of 'GORILLA' end 119.95 + U M p t a p  and 
handlm~ to: 

TERRY SIIICIS PRODUCTONS 
9621-11 Vinr. Circle 

' Chariolle. NC 28213 
701-549-9315 
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P R O D U C T I O N S  

It's a Rapid Education! 
A leader in whitewater instruction since 1972, 
MKC offers highly personal instruction from 
Beginner to Expert levels in both kayaking and 
open canoeing - leading to diplomas 
recognized world-wide. 

Located on the Madawaska River, MKC 
provides all equipment and transportation 
during the course, as well as the creature 
comforts of a vacation resort, including 
delicious meals served up with old world 
hospitality. And better yet, our rivers are 
clean, warm and uncrowded. 

Join directoh Claudia and Dirk - national 
whitewater champions - and staff for an 
unforgettable PADDLING VACATION! 

w n u  &xry's Bcly 
Ontario KOJ 1BO 

Surmw: (613) 756-3620 CEnTRE Wink  (a) 447-8845 

Better late 
than never? 

... I know, I know this issue is way 
late. Like, it would have been done in time, 
but a computer virus spread from my CPU 
to my sinuses. Total congestion! 

Then I broke all my fingers while 
grabbing for the last beer in the cooler and 
I was forced to type with my nose, one 
character at a time. 

In reality, I have to apologize for a 
number of circumstances that combined to 
create the delay. I've changed my ad- 
dress, upgraded the software and suffered from a mild case of burn-out. 

In addition, we've had difficulty in securing enough material to fill the magazine. 
What we're lacking is suitable feature material--articles ranging from five to ten pages in 
length submitted with decent photographs. 

But anyway, it's finally here--and I hope you enjoy it. 
Recently, co-editor Bob Gedekoh and I have have come under fire from some 

of our readers for lack of balance in our selection of feature stories. We're accused of 
printing only articles about expert-level whitewater. And though I hate to admit it, the 
criticism is valid. 

Hey, what can we say? There are only so many whitewater weekends in the 
year. Bob and I choose to run our favorite rivers, and when we need a feature story--we 
write about them. 

But last summer Bob and I departed from our usual routines: we booked 
separate multi-day trips on two Western rivers with reputations as "float-andbloat" trips. 
Bob's account of the Middle Fork of the Salmon and my story on the Colorado River 
through the Grand Canyon appear in this issue. I hope folks looking for articles that 
feature rivers with outstanding scenery and great (but not hair-raising) whitewater will be 
pleased. 

And for you die-hards who sniffle at anything less than class IV--wait until next 
issue. There's more bizarre stuff on the way. 

Incidently, the next issue will be following hard on the heels of this magazine. In 
a couple of months, we should be back on schedule. 

Incidently, the Gauley Season is fast approaching. The annual AWA Gauley 
Festival is scheduled for the third Saturday of September. I hope folks remember to 
include a trip to Summersville on theeir autumn paddling agenda. 

And finally--please note me change of address. However, any packages or 
Express Mail should be sent to my work address: 221 W. Division St., Syracuse, NY 
13204. 

Managing Editor: Chris Koll, 25 South Street, Apt. 67, Marcellus, NY 13108 
Editor: Bob Gedekoh, Box 228, RD 4, Elizabeth, PA 15037 
Advertising Director: Phyllis Horowitz, Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464; (914)688-5569 
Conservation: Pope Barrow, Mac Thornton, Peter Skinner 
Safety: Charlie Walbridge 
Address Changes: Keith Morgan, 2601 Tanglewood Dr., Durham, NC 27705 
Missing Copies: Contact Phyllis Horowitz 
American Whitewater is printed by EBSCO Media, Birmingham, AL. All rights reserved. 



P URPOSE 
The American Whitewater Affiliation (AWA) is a national organization with a 

membership of over 1300 whitewater boating enthusiasts and more than 50 local canoe 
club affiliates. The AWA was organized in 1961 to protect and enhance the recreational 
enjoyment of whitewater sports in America. 

EDUCATION: Through publication of a bimonthly journal, the AWA provides 
information and education about whitewater rivers, boating safety, technique, and 
equipment. 

CONSERVATION: AWA maintains a national inventory of whitewater rivers, 
monitors potential threats to whitewater river resources through itsURiver Watch" system, 
publishes information on river conservation, works with government agencies to protect 
and preserve free-flowing whitewater rivers, and provides technical advice to local 
groups regarding river management and river conservation. AWA also gives annual 
awards to individuals to recognize exceptional contributions to river conservation and an 
annual "hydromania" award to recognize the proposed hydroelectric power project which 
woudl be most destructive of whitewater. 

EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting events, contests and festivals to raise funds 
for river conservation. Since 1986, AWA has been the principal sponsor of the annual 
Gauley River Festival in Summersville, West Virginia, the largest gathering of whitewater 
boaters in the nation, other than at international racing events. 

SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling safety, publishes reports on whitewater 
accidents, and maintains both a uniform national ranking system for whitewater rivers 
(the International Scale of Whitewater Difficulty) and the internationally recognized AWA 
Safety Code. 

ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSES: AWA was incorporated under Missouri 
non-profit corporation laws in 1961 and maintains its principal mailing address at PO Box 
85, Phoenicia, NY 12464. AWA has been granted tax exempt status by the lnternal 
Revenue Service under section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The 
charter includes the following purposes: encourage the exploration, enjoyment, and 
preservation of American recreational waterways or man-powered craft; protect the 
wilderness character of waterways through conservation of water, forests, parks, wildlife, 
and related resources; promote appreciation for the recreational value of wilderness 
cruising and of white-water sports. 

PROFESSIONAL STAFF: Except for membership services and the Executive 
Director position, all AWA operations, including publication of the bi-monthly magazine, 
are handled by volunteers. 
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Come visit our new outpost on the banks 
of the Nantahala River, in Nblth Carolina. 
Test drive THE BEST on our eight-mile 

white-water track. You'll enjoy finding out 
why a custom-built and outfitted, 

ready-to-paddle Whitesell Canoe is still your 
best bet for maxirn~zing your ability on all 

classes of whitewater. 

Call (404) 325-5330 for more info 
and our free video. 

2362-A Dresden Drive, Atlanta, GA 30341 

WEST VIRGINIA'S MOST 
COMPLETE PADDLING SHOP 

Located in the Heart of the 
New & Gauley Rivers 

Products from: Perception, Wilderness 
Systems, Silver Creek, Harmony, 
Patagonia, Stohlquist, Rapidstyle, 
Extrasport, North Face, Teva, Alps, 

Nike, Birkenstock, AND MORE! 

N O R T H  AMERICAN 
RIVER RUNNERS. INC 

On U.S.'Route 60, 'A Mile 
East of U.S. 19 Intersection 





(Editor's note--During my tenure 
as Journal Meister, no single issue has 
triggered as much mail as the continuing 
controversy regarding the End Notes col- 
umns submittedby Gary Carlson and Carla 
Garrison. A sampling of the latest batch of 
letters is printed below. 

As reader response favored re- 
tention of Gary and Carla by an approxi- 
mate 2:1 ratio , columns by the pair will 
continue. But they've been issued a stern 
warning to clean up their respective acts. 

Chris, 

Us, down here in NJ, offended by 
Gary Carlson? Naaa. Why should I be 
offended by the second cousin (and brother, 
and father) of that guy who plays banjo 
down on the Chattooga? (Not to mention 
his relationship to that flower of femininity, 
CARLA OF THE COHONES). Let me get 
this straight. He doesn't like people from 
NJ. He likes people from N on snowmo- 
biles even less. And he doesn't like them 
because they scared away Bambi's Daddy, 
right? Okay, I guess that could make sense 
if some of your best genetic material went 
through the spin cycle a few too many 
times but ... why shoot the snowmobile? For 
snowmobile jerky? 

Okay, so this guy sits in a tree 
(because deer don't look up?) with a gun 
that could kill a rafter from a mile away, 
hung over, and waits for the deer to COME 
TO HIM. He does this so hecan shoot it and 
what ... ? Prove to CARLA OF THE 
COHONES that he's as tough as she is? 
What to do with these remnants of a gene 
pool spill? (Heh, maybe that's wha 
misogeny means). Why not let CARLP 
with herfears of sexual inadequacies (she? 
afraid she's not man enough?) and he1 
cousin Gary (who's afraid he's not cousir 
enough) have this chest-pounding contes 
elsewhere. At least CARLA doesn't use s 
gun. Does she? Oh, shit, that might run ir 
thefamily, too! (Oh, well. Guess I won't us€ 
my real name. Maybe I'II use the name o 
one of my enemies.) 

Okay, CARLA. YOU ARE MORE 
OF A MAN THAN 97% OF US. ow shut up 

Concerning her cousin Gary 
Please, please, please, Chris, get this mar 
with the tiny harpoon off the pages of ou 

1 

r 
whitewatermagazine. (Is that obvious slan- 
dern He would be more comfortable in 
Field and Stream, or Guns and Ammo. 

L ETTERS 

Jnfortunately, he is sort of funny but, being 
I highly defensive person from NJ ( know, 
hat's redundant), I have to defend this 
Landfill of Opportunity". At least the 
ssholes down here use shotguns and 
,ows to hunt deer. I say give Bambi a 
;nowmobile and let 'em use Gary traction. 

Oh, yeah, Chris, why do guys 
vho use words like misogeny always have 
lames like Dylan? Anyway, Dylan, you 
an't paddle and not put up with mindless 
md soul sickening drivel. Perverted and 
mmoral is what we live for but this kind of 
Inrestricted access to a publication solely 
o grind personal axes should probably 
;top. 

Now that I have offended every- 
me, I'II be quiet for awhile. 

The Generic Paddler 
Jew Jersey 

'.S. The closest word to misogeny I can 
ind is adifferent spelling, misogyny, which 
nterestingly means "hatred of women". Is 
hat Freudian or what? 

Dear Editor, 

I couldn't disagree more with 
Dylan Smith. Gary Carlson's column is an 
mportant part of M. No, that's not strong 
snough. It's not far from being an important 
part of the sport! Take the column that 
appeared last May--the one about the fel- 
owwho finally persuaded hiswife to install, 
n their restaurant, machines that dispense 
those little envelopes, only to find his res- 
taurant start filling up with strangely-dressed 
guys who talked about "playing in holes" 
and "needing a tighter skirt. The guys I 
paddle with all found that column hysteri- 
cal, and more to the point, all our wives did 
too. And our wives are non-paddlers. Fe- 
male paddlers are not thin-skinned--not 
the ones I've met, anyway. And certainly 
not Carla Garrison. So keep both her and 
Gary Carlson. 

Sincerely, 
Tim Elder 
Mansfield Center, CT 

(Editor's note: I guess you could 
call Gary Carlson a part of the sport--the 
same way you'd consider Pete Rose's 
bookie part of the game of baseball.) 



Dear Chris. 

This letter is in response to last 
issue's question in the letters section about 
Gary and Carla getting out of hand in the 
End Notes. 

As I see it, these "moral minority" 
complainers fall into two categories: 

First are those whose sense of 
humor is obviously offended by a topical 
issue (for example, prejudice) handled in a 
satirical way. One thing that these people 
should keep in mind (besides how to spell 
misogyny) is that humor is based on the 
exaggeration of elements juxtaposed in 
bizarre ways in order to produce not only a 
laugh but also to draw attention to the 
ridiculousness of such prejudices and 
thereby lesson them. 

The second groupfrom this "moral 
minority" (and no I'm not referring to expert 
boaters from Ohio) are those whose sensi- 
bilities are rattled by use of any profanity. 
Nevertheless they hold their self-righteous 
noses and continue to wade through the 
GD's and MF's so that they can have the 
pleasure of complaining about it later. As 
far as I'm concerned, these AH'S can just 
put down the MFing magazine if they're so 

GD'ed offended by it and stop trying to 
dictate what is and isn't publishable. 

So chon  you silent majority of 
boaters. Write to Chris and let him know 
that we backup Gary, Carla, and his editing 
policies. Tell these class I boat thumpers to 
kiss our B's before the best semi-profes- 
sional whitewater magazine is bound and 
gagged by a vocal few. 

Sincerely, 
Jeff Simcox 
an "immoral pervertn from Ohio 

Dear Chris, 

"The battle of the sexes will never 
be won, there's too much cofraternization 
with the enemy." I think that's a Henry 
Kissinger original. 

I don't see anything wrong with 
the topics or content that either Gary or 
Carla have penned, thus far. Most of it is 
funny, and sexis known as the oldestfunny 
subject for a reason. The nature if humor 
demands that someone (or something) be 
the butt of any joke. Unfortunately, many 
humans can't take being the butt of any 
ioke. 

I thought Gary's column several 
months back on his long search for a girl- 
friend who could paddle good enough for 
him, only to be dumped by the perfect one 
because he couldn't ski good enough, was 
very well done. 

I liked Carla's article enough that 
I reprinted it in our own local canoe club 
newsletter because it fit well with some 
similar dialogue that has run lately in our 
"Letters to the Editor" column. I, personally, 
didn't think it was offensively done, though 
I could see how some (especially males) 
might think so. In my opinion Carla has a 
right to the attitude she presented. She 
obviously did a pretty good job in most 
places in getting her "ideas" across. How- 
ever, I think herwriting needs a bit of polish. 
Subtlety is a delicate art in writing on a 
ticklish subject. Females often don't under- 
stand this: A woman who kicks men in the 
gonads, even symbolically (especially sym- 
bolically?), may find it affecting her love life, 
both in the physical and platonic--the es- 
teem in which she is held by her "fellow" 
paddlers. 

Sincerely, 
Hanks Havs 

A New Generation of Whitewater Playboats! 
More paddling, less swimming. MOHAWK'S Whitewater 
Playboats are very stable and very dry. Our Playboats are easy 
to paddle and quick to accelerate. The round bilges which 
blend into flared sides, forward and aft, result in a canoe that 
turns on a dime, is stable-surfing and easy to roll. The 
MOHAWK family of XL Playboats is the right choice for a 
veteran expert daring to challenge Grade V Whitewater, or a 
novice learning to paddle Grade II Whitewater! We invite your 
comparison with any other such canoe. Paddle a MOHAWK XL, 
look it over, then make your purchase decision. If you can't try 
an XL, talk to someone who owns one or has paddled it. 

Durable Royalex hulls, Plastic decks, PVC gunnels with 
aluminum reinforcement, Aluminum thwarts. Also available - 
all wood trim including beautiful wood inlaid decks, white ash 
gunwales with drain slots. 

A shorter playboat - really quick turns.. . stable. . .dry 
XL12 fun in low water rapids.. . use in Grade 11, Ill, and IV 

Whitewater. 

Our most popular playboat.. . the more you paddle 
XL13 it the better you like it.. . paddlers thru 250 pounds 

are paddling whitewater thru Grade V.. . really 
stable.. .very, very dry.. . easy handling. 

A short combination tandem and solo playboat.. . 
XL14 fun in rapids, and easy to paddle between rapids.. 

more room.. . Whitewater thru Grade V. 

The tandem playboat. . . Whitewater thru Grade V. . . 
XL15 Stable, dry, and maneuverable.. . A whitewater 

tripping canoe.. . good volume.. . 

Specs. Length Beam Depth Bearn4"WL Weight Price* 

XL12 12'3" 3 2  15" 2 9  54# $675 
XL13 13'3" 32%" 15'/zW 29%" 5% $675 
XL14 14'3" 32%" 15'/zn 3 0  60# $700 
XL15 15'4" 35" 15'/zn 32" 65# $725 

'Add freight to pricelsubject to change 

XL12. XL13, XL15 also available at: Western Canoeing 
Box 115, AWlotsford, B.C.', Canada Y2S 4N8 

Phone 16041 853-9320 



Dear Chris, 

There have been a few times I've 
said I was going to write you in regard to 
this article or that article. But this time I felt 
compelled to follow through. If I wanted to 
read about low flow shower heads, or how 
to organic matter to improve water reten- 
tion, I'd be reading "Better Homes and 
Gardens". I'd rather read about flatwater, 
or better bracing techniques. 

As a matter of fact, I'd rather read 
"End Notesn--which has also had me ready 
to take up pen in protest. But at least they 
write about things that remotely interest a 
whitewater paddler. 

The least you could have done 
was camouflage the artide with whitewater 
pictures. But no. You have to splatter four 
pageswith lawn mowing, plumbing fixtures 
and one proud (and clean) but misguided 
boater. As my wife can attest, I make every 
effort to forget about these things. 

I appreciate the fact that Ric 
Alesch made a sincere effort to tie his 

conservation article to whitewater paddling, 
and indeed his article has its merits. But the 
relationship just doesn't warrant publica- 
tion in this journal. 

By the way, I have a conflicting 
theory about watering lawns, and wasteful 
showers. The less water we spray on our 
lawns and bodies, the less that evapo- 
rates. Evaporated water creates rain. So 
Ric's artide is actually contributing to the 
next drought! 

Sincerely, 
Wayne Sundmacher 
Mercerville, NY 

(Editor's note: Living in upstate NY--where 
it rains or snows practically every other 
day-4 have to take Ric's word that water 
conservation is an issue that seriously ef- 
fects Western paddlers.) 

Dear Chris, 

In adav of aqe when dealers tend 

catal$, the location of your 
nearest Patagonia dealer or 

Great Pacific Iron Works store, or 
for information on our complete line 

of technical clothing, layering systems 
and sportswear, write Patagonia* 

Mail Order, P.O. Box 8900, Dept, P70527, 
Bozeman, MT 59715. Or call 1-800-336-9090. 

Patagonia donates at feast 20% of its pre-tax profits 
to preseming and restoring the natural mvironmetrt. 

Risa Shimoda tallaway squirtins t h r o w  Double Trouble. 
Ocoee Rodeo '89. Photo: BILL BURGER. B 1992 Patagonia, Inc. 

L ETTERS 

to shove the latest thing down "poor" pad- 
dlers throats, it's nice to see one company 
that is sincerely devoted to saving our 
rivers. Let's give the folks at Nantahala a 
round of applause--their 1991 catalog is 
excellent. t probably wouldn't hurt to give 
them a "little" business, too! 

Ron Johnson 
Action Paddling 

(Editor's note: Only one com- 
pany devoted to saving our rivers, Ron? 
Let's give the outdoor industry its due. I 
can't think of another branch of industry as 
generous in contributing a portion of its 
profits back to the common good. Just in 
the past year, the A WA has received sig- 
nificant contributions from RE/, Patagonia, 
Perception, New Wave, Wilderness 
Design ... hell, I could fill the page. 

Here's a round of applause for all 
you guys. As far as a "little" business--1 
know that I annually drop at least a couple 
grand on whitewater toys. I know who the 
responsible companies are--and that's 
where my money goes. The rest of you 
paddlers better follow suit! 

this summer 
Adventure Quest offers whitewater kayak, 
decked or open canoe programsfor kids and 
teens, ages 7-17, ranging from beginner 
through expert. Other programs include 
Mountain Biking, Trekking, Rock Climbing 
or Caving. Private lessons for all ages. 

ADVENTURE QUEST--Leaders in White- 
water and Wilderness Adventure programs 
for Kids, Teens and Families. Call or write 
for free cataloglreferences: (802) 484-3939. 



Dear AWA Editor. 

I would like to add to the article in 
Briefs, AWA MarchiApril 1991 --"Body 
Boarding for Whitewater Minimalism." 

In September of 1990, Eric Martin 
and Barry Edwards of Rescue Ill, and 
myself (Bob Carlson) successfully ran 
Cherry Creek, the class 5 run of the upper 
Tuolumne, on Carlson Body Boards. 

We had a great time, ran all the 
named drops perfectly, but got a little tired 
on the continuous 200 foot per mile sec- 
tions like Miracle Mile. Eric Magnusen and 
Phil Boyer of Rapid Shooters (Lotus, CA, 
1 -800-4-RAPIDS) vidioed our descent for 
their excellent gnarly hair video "River of 
Power." 

In October of 90, Craig Locker, 
Eric, myself and my brother Bill Carlson, 
ran themajorriversof Costa Ricaon Carlson 
Body Boards. The rivers included: the Gen- 
eral (flooding at 15,000 ds), the Reventazon 
and the Pacuare. 

In total, it was a trip of over 100 

miles and two weeks through jungles and 
rain forest, with huge surfing holes and 
waves peeling off steep volcanic canyon 
walls everywhere. 

We also have this trip on video. 
Our host was Costa Rica Expeditions, with 
whom we left several boards for anyone to 
use. Since the air temp is always 80 and the 
water temp about 72 and the rapids are 
huge and plentiful, Costa Rim makes a 
perfect body boarding Valhalla (you don't 
even need a wetsuit except for downriver). 

Consequently, many people from 
the US. are getting their body boarding 
baptisms in Costa Rica, after which the 
fanatical converts come back home to 
spread the religion among their friends. 

To give you an idea how easy it is, 
Craig, a guide fir All Outdoors who had 
never boogie boarded before, ran the en- 
tire hundred miles including Horrendito on 
the Reventezon in afarmerjohn. Horrendito 
was so big that day all the rafts and all the 
kayakers on our trip (except Smokey) por- 
taged, but Craig, almost a total beginner, 
ran it with a big smile on his face. 

I like to think of Body boarding as 
kind of snowboarding forwhitewater: people 
think of us as crazy stuntmen now, but it 

time will come to see Body Boarding as 
maybe the safest, maybe the most fun, and 
definitely the most free way to run rivers 
ever invented. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Carlson 
Pt. Richmond, CA 

(Editor's note: I t  is the opinion of this editor 
that any method of safely enjoying 
whitewater is okay. I'm not in any position 
to make judgments about appropriate wa- 
tercraft. Lord knows I've paddled surface 
boats and squirt boats, rafted over water- 
falls, duckied, tubed, and even jumpedinto 
the foam pile at the Gauley's Pillow Rock. 
Hell, I'd love to try a Body Board. 

But I'd be remiss not to mention that the 
most elegant whitewater craft is a kayak-- 
preferably a race design chopped for cruis- 
ing. 

I know open anddecked canoeists will take 
exception to that statement. But they're 
boneheads with high pain thresholds.) 

Paddle with the best. 
In this modern day  a g e  of high 
technology, synthetic paddles 
have been evolving rapidly. 

We have stayed o n  the leading 
edge, continually testing, 
upgrading our products, while 
miraculously maintaining an 
affordable price. Our paddles are 
quite light and durable. Both 
qualities are attainable when you 
consider their construction. 

Call or write for our catalog. 

Dagger Company, Inc. 
Route 8, Box 204 

Harriman, TN 37748 
61 51882-8223 

PADDLES FOR TME 803 



Dear Sir: 

I was Executive Secretary of AWA 
in 1962. As President of the Ontario 
Voyageurs Kayak Club and Eastern Na- 
tional Champion in the 1958-62 period, I 
think I know something about the sport. 

It has always been our goal to 
bring whitewater sports to the attention of 
average people who are used to portaging 
around rapids or, who use outboard mo- 
tors. We aimed at the recreational aspect 
as well as sane racing, developing tech- 
nique and equipment. We have never had 
serious injuries, never mind death. 

I read with alarm the number of 
deaths that have occurred on whitewater 
trips. And I am appalled at the constant 
barrage of pictures that show kayaks leap- 
ing over waterfalls. This is not technique, 
freefall does not require paddle braces. I 
am not just a toothless lion decrying the 
exploits of the young. I used to do stunts, 
ut they were safe and sane. 

Where are the camping trips, the 

safe enjoyment of waterways? Kayakers 
have acquired the reputation of daredevils 
who go to greater and greater heights, 
literally, to pump adrenalin into their veins. 
The sport is becoming insane. 

I implore you to stop this alarming 
trend of devil-may-care and bring back 
kayaking to its original intent: a quiet enjoy- 
ment of our waterways WITHOUT resort- 
ing to glorifying only the waterfall-jumpers. 
Is it any wonder that some paddlers have 
lost their perspective and one even at- 
tempted Niagara Falls? I would like to see 
articles on camping, touring as well as 
sane river running. If this trend is not 
stopped, more deaths will follow, survey or 
no survey. 

Yours in sport, 
George Siposs 
Costa Mesa, CA 

(Editor's note: This issue should 
be more to your liking, George. Our two 
feature articles don't dwell on cutting-edge 
whitewater but rather on two of America's 
top multi-da y float trips: the Middle Fork of 
the Salmon and the Grand Canyon. 

As to your other observations, I 

L ETTERS 

have tried to structure American White water 
to represent what I perceive to be the 
interests of the current membership of our 
organization. I admit those perceptions are 
based on my gut feelings andprobably are 
biased toward what I like to read and what 
Ilike to write. But then, I figure I'm just your 
typical, average paddler. 

I am trying to provide a better 
balance in reporting intermediate runs as 
well as expert, cutting-edge descents. The 
trouble is, the professional magazines like 
Canoe and RiverRinner do a better job at 
covering those types of rivers. Hell, we're 
only semi-pro fessionals-- we can Y compete 
with the big boys. 

Fortunately, they've left the re- 
porting of cutting-edge whitewater to us 
amateaurs. And our memberships has re- 
sponded favorably. Our circulation has 
increased by more than 150% in the last 
four years! 

Of course, Gary Carlson andCarla 
Garrison attribute the increase solely to 
their columns, but I think we've found a 
niche that wasn't previously filled. And I 
don't intend to change. 
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New Hampshire moves 
to save whitewater 

The New Hampshire 
Department of Environmental 
Services has recornmended 
to the New Hampshire 
Legislature that the 
Pemigewasset River and the 
Contoocook River (including 
the North Branch), be 
designated for management 
and protection under the N.H. 
Rivers Management and 
Protection Program. This 
move is a turnaround for the 
DES, prompted by a flood of 
letters initiated by the 
Pemigewasset River Council, 
the Merrimack Valley Pad- 
dlers and by AWA. 

The sections of the 
Pemigewasset affected by 
this bill are secondary in 
importance to whitewater 
boaters, but include the 
Bristol Gorge section, a 
popular summer playspot. 
This stretch is proposed as a 
rural section of river, which 
imhibits further dam construc- 
tion. 

Another stretch of 
the Pemigewasset concerns a 
proposed dam and hydroelec- 
tric generating facility. The 
DES comments stated: 
The DES is ..." concerned that 
the state has not taken a 
more active interest in 
purchasing key riverine stites 

in the state, such as 
Livermore Falls, which 
contain unique natural 
features that private interests 
have purchased with the 
intent to develop them. The 
failure to address this issue 
"head on" may ultimately 
undermine the state's efforts 
to manage and protect its 
rivers ... state acquisition of 
Livermore Falls offers the 
dual benefit of compensating 
a riverfront property owner 
with riparian interests while 
providing public access to a 
site with unique natural, 
aesthetic and historical 
significance." 

Unfortunately, the 
major whitewater run on the 
Pemigewasset, found on the 
East Branch above Lincoln, 
isn't even included in the bill. 
Loon Mountain Ski Area is in 
the midst of a second EIS 
which they hope will allow 
them to such water out of the 
East Branch to replenish their 
snowmaking ponds. 

The Class Il-IV 
Freight Train Section of the 
Contoocook River in Henniker 
is included within the bill, as is 
the entire 10 mile length of 
the Class V-VI North Branch 
of the Contoocook. A dam 
proposal to retrofit an existing 

Scott Underhd photo 
New Hampshire's North Branch Contoocook 

dam at the Lovern Millrace Canoe Club of Boston, the 
Rapid is still alive, however. Merrimack Valley Paddlers, 
~oaters who run these rivers 
need to become actively 
involved in helping to protect 

the Appalachian Mountain 
Club and AWA's Regional 
Representatives in New 

ldaho bans future dams on Payette 

what whitewater sections are 
left in the Granite State and 
beyond. The Kayak and 

ldaho Governor 
Cecil B. Andrus signed into 
law a state-level ban on future 
hydropower dams on the 
Payette River system in 
western Idaho. The bill 
protecting the river passed 
the House and Senate by a 
two-thirds majority over 
objections by the Farm 
Bureau and dam builders. 

The new state law 
prohibits new dams and 
hydropower projects including 
a .5 billion dollar project 

England should be contacted 
for additional information. 

proposed for the North Fork 
of the Payette by a Connecti- 
cut firm, Consolidated Pump 
Storage. After a heated 
debate, ldaho legislators 
agreed that the river should 
be protected for recreational, 
scenic and aesthetic values. 
The State hopes that this 
action will be honored by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) which 
has hydropower licensing 
authority and is currently 
considering two proposals on 

the North and South Forks of 
the river. 

The state's action 
was applauded by grassroots 
groups Friends of the Payette 
and ldaho Rivers United. 
These groups had enlisted 
landowners, business owners, 
Chambers of Commerce, 
kayakers, jetboaters and 
consumer groups in one of 
the largest environmental 
lobbying efforts in ldaho 
history. The campaign 
included television ads, 

rallies, yard signs and delivery 
as many as 600 letters a day 
to the Statehouse. 

ldaho Rivers United 
director (and AWA regional 
coordinator) Wendy Wilson 
commented that the lobbying 
became intense at the end. 
"Some legislators were 
getting phone calls and 
answering letters about the 
Payette all day long, and then 
at night they couldn't go home 
without seeing yard signs 
along the road." 



Inside the Beltway 

National Energy Bill encourages hydro 
by D. Throat 

An eight lane 
interstate highway (known as 
the "beltwa y")encircles the 
nation's capitol in Washing- 
ton, D.C.' 

The beltway is an 
impenetrable moat separating 
the Federal government from 
a hostile world outside. Inside 
the moat, amidst a 
cacophonious Tower of 
Babel- inhabited exclusively 
by politicians, bureaucrats, 
T. V. newscasters, lobbyists, 
lawyers, government contrac- 
tors, and special interest 
groups- the ponderous 
wheels of government slowly 
grind away. 

Undeterred by this 
horrific scene, and ever alert 
to anything and everything 

has enlisted a network of close watch on events of 
inside-the-beltway volunteers interest to whitewater boaters. 
to enter the terrifying inferno This is the first 

-reports to update our readers 
on the latest news from inside 
the beltway. 

' Stands for Darkness and 
Confusion. 

Hydropower Promoters 
Encouraged as National 
Energy Bill Marches On 

A Senate committee 
has completed action on its 
version of the President's 
comprehensive energy bill. 
The Senate bill is bad news 
for whitewater- almost as 
bad as the President's original 
proposal. The bill still must 
pass the full Senate and be 
considered by the House of 
Representatives before it can 
become law. Opposition from 
environmental groups is 

affecting whitewater,.~ WZ inside the beltway a i d  keep a installment in regular series of expected to be intense. 
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The President's 
energy bill deals with lots of 
BIG TICKET issues- like 
opening up the Arctic Wildlife 
Refuge to oil and gas drilling 
and requiring cars to use less 
gas. 

Almost lost among 
the big ticket items are a 
number of startling provisions 
promoted by the hydropower 
industry. These would 
supposedly *streamlinen the 
installation of hydrolectric 
projects on the nation's rivers. 
Unfortunately "streamlining" 
turns out to mean 
"steamrolling" over the 
environmental problems 
which have plagued so many 
new hydropower projects. 

AWA, American 
Rivers, and the National 
Wildlife Federation all testified 
in the Senate against the 
hydropower provisions in the 
bill. Among the ugliest 
provisions are: provisions to 
end independent State review 
of the water aualitv im~acts at 

new hydropower projects, 
provisions to eliminate the 
existing authority of Federal 
land managing agencies (like 
the forest service) to impose 
conditions on hydropower 
projects to protect natural 
resources on federal lands, 
provisions to eliminate the 
existing authority of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service to make 
hydro developers build fish 
passage facilities, provisions 
to eliminate projects less than 
1500 kilowatts in size from all 
Federal requirements, and 
provisions to weaken environ- 
mental review of new dams 
by allowing private contrac- 
tors to prepare environmental 
impact statements. 

All in all, the Energy 
Security Act of 1991 (S.341) 
is a frightening bill which 
would undoubtedly lead to 
more and more unwise river 
abuse- all in the name of 
more hydroelectric power 
generation. The bill, as it now 
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provisions to encourage 
energy conservation. 

Michigan Rivers Bill 
Passes A Big Hurdle 

A major wild and 
scenic rivers bill seems to be 
on its way to success. This 
one designates 14 rivers in 
Michigan as national wild and 
scenic rivers. 

The latest craze in 
wild and scenic rivers bills is 
to do as many rivers in a 
single State (usually those in 
a national forest in that State) 
at one time as possible- in a 
big package- instead of trying 
to pass a separate law for 
each one. Alaska was the first 
State off the starting block 
with this technique; then 
came the Statewide Oregon 
rivers bill. Now its Michigan's 
turn. 

The Michigan rivers 
bill was favorably reported by 
the Committee on Interior and 

Slalom 
Wildwater 
Sea Touring 
Squirt Paddles 
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' I  Durable 
1 Handcrafted 

Well Balanced 
High Performance 

Representatives in late May 
and will probably be passed 
by the full House before this 
issue is printed. Prospects 
also look good for quick 
action in the Senate. 

The rivers included 
are Bear Creek (6.5 miles), 
the Black (14 miles), the Carp 
(27.8 miles), the Indian (51 
miles), the Manistee (26 
miles), tributaries of the 
Ontonagon (1 57.4 miles), the 
Paint (51 miles), the Pine (25 
miles), the Presque Isle (57 
miles), the Sturgeon (43.9 
miles), the East Brach of the 
Tahquamon (13.2 miles), the 
Whitefish (33.6 miles), the 
Yellow Dog (4 miles) and the 
Brule (33 miles). 

The Michigan bill is 
of special interest to 
whitewater boaters because- 
unlike most wild and scenic 
rivers bills- this one actually 
includes some whitewater 
rivers. Seven of the desig- 
nated rivers (the Black, Brule, 
Ontonagont Paints Pine* 
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Presque Isle, and Sturgeon) 
have important whitewater 
sections which are included in 
the AWA Nationwide 
Whitewater Inventory. Good 
whitewater is hard to find in 
Michigan. According to the 
AWA Inventory, there is only 
a total of 247.5 miles of dass 
II or better whitewater in the 
entire State. 

Complex New Rules for 
Hydropower Reduce 

Public Input 

Our favorite Federal 
agency, FERC (the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commis- 
sion) has done it to us again, 
this time in a new package of 
rules governing how it will 
process applications for new 
hydropower applications. The 
package is 150 pages long 
and so complex that only the 
most skilled legal experts can 
decipher the meaning of the 
whole mess. The bottom line, 

even less opportunity for 
public involvement than in the 
past. 

The key feature of 
the new rules is the establish- 
ing of strict deadlines for 
State agencies and others to 
participate in the process. If 
anyone misses the deadline, 
he is deemed to have waived 
his rights to protest the 
project. Another feature is that 
notice of new projects will be 
published only in local 
newspapers, where groups 
like American Rivers, AWA, 
and the Sierra Club generally 
won't see them. 

FERC Deems Salmon 
(and Youghiogheny?)Not 

Navigable 

You may think that 
because you paddle your 
local river, along with hun- 
dreds of commercial raft 
customers, canoes, duckies, 
tubers, and assorted other 

however-e will be I of all descrlDtlons. . . 

the river must be "navigable". 
Guess again !!I 

In a recent and 
startling case in New York 
State, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) has decided that 
where boaters don't paddle 
across State lines and old 
logging operations way back 
when are not shown to have 
transported logs across State 
lines, the river is not navi- 
gable. 

According to AWA's 
legal experts, FERC seems to 
have come up with a new and 
very limited defintion of the 
word "navigable". Past 
Federal cases have not 
required proof that boats or 
logs be transported on the 
water across State lines to 
establish the navigability of a 
waterway. 

Under earlier 
Federal cases, all that was 
required to establish the 
navigability of a river was a 
showing that the river was 

boated, or could be boated, in 
interstate commerce- i.e. with 
goods or people going from 
one State to another at some 
point before or after being 
transported on the river. 

FERC may follow up 
on its Salmon River case with 
a similar ruling concerning the 
Upper Youghiogheny in 
Maryland. A ruling is expected 
soon to the effect that the 
Upper Yough in the vicinity of 
the Deep Creek Project 
(about 3 miles below Swallow 
Falls and about 3 miles 
upstream from Sang Run) is 
not navigable, even though 
commercial raft trips some- 
times paddle this section and 
even though logs were floated 
from that point to a sawmill 
downstream in Maryland 
many many years ago. 

The consequences 
of these "navigability" ruling 
by FERC may be far reach- 
ing. In most States, if a river is 
not navigable, the bed of the 
river is owned by the adjacent 
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landowner and the landowner 
can prevent boaters from 
paddling down the river. 
Criminal trespass actions 
have been brought on this 
basis in New York State and 
in Colorado. 

Bush Signs Landmark 
Niaborara River Bill 

In late May, with 
President Bush's signature on 
a bill which passed both the 
House and Senate by large 
majorities, the Niobara River 
and Missouri River in Ne- 
braska became the newest 
additions to the national wild 
and scenic rivers system. The 
portion of the Niobara 
involved include a section 
rated by Backpacker Maga- 
zine as one of the 10 best 
flatwater canoeing rivers in 
the nation. 

By RIC ALESCH 
Rocky Mountain 
RegionalCoordinator 

In January the City 
of Colorado Springs informed 
landowners and other 
residents in the upper 
Arkansas area that they were 
filing in state water court to 
confirm water rights pursuant 
to developing a water supply 
project on the river above 
Buena Vista, Colorado. In the 
NovIDec issue of American 
Whitewater I reported on this 
possibility in an article about 
the recently initiated wild and 
scenic river study for the 
Arkansas. Unfortunately, the 
Colorado Springs proposal is 
even worse than I had 
imagined. Their ill-conceived 
plan includes not one, but two 
dams. 
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Not because you want to be different ... 

The proposed or more out of the river for 
Elephant Rock Dam and transfer into the South Platte 
Reservoir would be about four basin. This would have 
miles above Buena Vista. It serious downstream impacts 
would be 11 00 feet long and on the world-renowned 

Because you want to be 

rise 135 feet above the river, 
flooding a 1235-acre area and 
destroying about three miles 
of class 11-Ill whitewater. The 
Priceton Dam and Reservoir 
would be about 300 yards 
upstream from the "Number 
1" campgroundlput-in, 
approximately 12 miles north 
of BV. It would be 1800 feet 
long and 70 feet above the 
river, flooding about 160 
acres and destroying a mile of 
class Ill-IV whitewater. These 
two dams would not only 
inundate high-quality 
whitewater sections and 
regulate downstream flows. 
The Princeton Dam would 
back water up on lower Pine 
Creek rapid and divert 200 d s  

BETTER! 

"Numbers" section of the 
Arkansas. For example, late 
season flows are often about 
800-900 d s  providing quality 
advanced boating levels with 
ideal playing conditions at 
many spots, including the 
famous "Ender Rock." A 200 
d s  reduction would signifi- 
cantly degrade this excellent 
boating flow. Ender Rock 
would not be "operational" 
under such reduced levels. (If 
you read this paragraph 
carefully, you should have 
picked up some inside info on 
desireable river flows for 
playing at the Numbers.) 

At the suggestion of 
your AWA Regional Coordi- 
nator a local group has been 
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formed to fight this unaccept- 
able project and support wild 
and scenic designation for the 
river. The "Friends of the 
Arkansas" is a non-profit, all- 
volunteer organization of local 
citizens and other supporters 
created to oppose the 
development of any new 
dams on the Arkansas River 
upstream of Pueblo Reser- 
voir. For more information on 
how you can help this group, 
or to send a donation, write to 
Friends of the Arkansas, 
PO Box 924, Buena Vista, 
CO 81211. 

Also, if you haven't 
yet put your name on the 
mailing list for the wild and 
scenic river study, write to the 
Area Manager, Royal Gorge 
Resource Area, Bureau of 
Land Management, PO Box 
2200, Carion City, CO 
81 21 5-2200. 

Major water projects 
proposed by powerful water 
authorities can be very 
difficult to kill, but the recent 

defeat of the Two Forks 
project is testimony to what 
the combined hard work of 
many individuals and groups 
can do to save a highly- 
valued river resource. 

On a related matter, 
we recently learned that 
boater use of roads into the 
put-in and the traditional 
campground for the Numbers 
may also be in jeopardy. A 
local landowner has gated 
one road leading into the area 
and plans to sign the main 
entrance at "Scott's" bridge as 
a private drive and gate it if 
necessary to keep the public 
out. Over the years we have 
cultivated good relations with 
the landowners in the area, 
securing an agreement to use 
the primary river access site 
several years ago. Unfortu- 
nately, the access routes 
pass through another's 
property and increased traffic 
on the low-standard dirt 
roads, especially commercial 
raft company buses that were 

nonexistent three years ago, 
has severely reduced this- 
relatively new landowner's 
positive attitude. However, 
those of us that have run the 
Numbers for many years 
believed that one or both of 
the roads are public rights-of- 
way. They are shown on fairly 
recent county tax maps as 
county roads, they were 
signed as such within the last 
10 years, and they have been 
open to uncontroled access 
for over 20 years. 

Unfortunately, the 
Chaffee County 
Commisioners have declared 
that the roads are not 
maintained by the county and 
have given the landowner 
their blessing to dose them to 
public access. 

In another upsetting 
development at this site we 
have been told that one of the 
county commisioners has 
daimed that we are operating 
an illegal land use at the site 

landowner with whom we 
have a use agreement. There 
is some indication that this is 
a direct result of a failed 
attempt by another nearby 
landowner and rafting 
companies to get the county's 
permission to establish a 
commercial launch in the 
area. 

As of this writing we 
are still researching the 
situation to find out what the 
problems are and, at a 
minimum, maintain access for 
private river runners some- 
where in the area above rapid 
number one. We are trying to 
resolve this issue while still 
maintaining friendly relations 
with the local landowners if at 
all possible. The state parks 
department is also seeking a 
public access site in the area. 
It may take some time and 
effort, but we will do whatever 
is necessary to preserve 
private boaters' access rights 
to this world class section of 

and they have notified the I whitewater. 
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A WA review 

provides view 
of hairboating 

world 
Reviewed by BOB GEDEKOH 

Are hair boaters "adrenalin crazed 
adventure seekers looking for an early 
grave", or are they "heroes and heroines 
who define the foundation of afast growing 
and exciting sport"? 

This question, stated early on, is 
the essence of Terry Shiel's video, Gorilla, 
Paddling the Narrows of the Green. And 
although no video could hope to answer 
this question definitively, Shiel's produo 
tion provides plenty of food for thought. 

Every paddling season or so a 
newly discovered, or rediscovered, river 
captures the attention of the hair boating 
community and lays claim to the distinction 
of being the "most difficult and dangerous 
run around". North Carolina's Green River 
Narrows, a seven mile class V and VI 
descent, is the current champion. (Ameri- 
can Whitewater; September/October, 
1990.) 

The Green, with a gradient that 
reportedly peaks at 500 feet per mile (112 
mile), has been paddled in its entirety by 
only a handful of boaters. Anyone who 
views this video will know why. 

Steep, shallow slides, precipitous 
falls, undercut rocks, logs and overhanging 
trees all unite to create what appears to be 
class V and VI chaos. As paddler Forrest 
Callaway observes in the video, "If y ~ u  
mess up in here ... it's definitely life threat- 
ening." 

Shiels captures the excitement of 
running theGreen by alternating whitewater 
footage with riverside interviews with some 
of the nation's acclaimed hair boaters. This 
gives the viewer some idea of what is going 
on in the boaters' heads as well as what is 
going on in the river. 

Nearly every boater interviewed 
reflects on the fear that is inevitable when 
tackling such a river. 

Risa Callaway says, "The excite- 
ment is in judging your own skill level ... and 
accepting the fact that you've got fear pump- 
ing around inside of you. If we weren't a 

Kent Homes photo 

Kent Wigington of Seneca, South Carolina pictured in the middle of Gorilla, the rapid that 
serves as the centerpiece of Terry Shiels' award-winning video. 

little bit scared, then we wouldn't be here." 
Her husband takes it a bit further, 

observing that, "When you are at the take- 
out ... that's when it's really fun." 

Besides the Callaways, the video 
features a number of other prominent boat- 
ers, including Dale and Anita Adams, Tom 
Visnius and Bob McDonnough. 

McDonnough and Dale Adams 
also shot portions of the video, so that 
some of action has been filmed from more 
than one angle. Since the rapids are long 
and tortuous, this gives the viewer an over- 
view of the action and places each move in 

context. Footage shot from a camera 
mounted on the deck of a boat provides a 
boater's eye view of Green. 

The quality of the camera work is 
good, without the distracting jerkiness of 
many amateur whitewater videos. The 
narration and music are of a professional 
caliber, which is not surprising, sinceshiels 
has been a producer, photographer and 
editor for TV's PM Magazine. 

The video has been edited to 
maximize the dramatic; hence the footage 
of the rapids does not appear to be in 
chronological order. 



That's okay, because the video is 
not intended to serve as a primer for those 
interested in attempting the Green. No 
video could achieve that; any expert boater 
who wants to attempt the Green should do 
so in the company of others already famil- 
iar with the river. They should also be 
prepared to do a lot of scouting and, in all 
likelihood, a few portages. However, the 
video does give a good sense of the diffi- 
culty and hazards of the Green, and the 
skill and guts requisite to attempting it. 

The video dimaxes with several 
impressive descents of the Gorilla Rapid, 
certainly one of the most outrageous drops 
ever paddled. It must be seen to be be- 
lieved. 

Some might argue that the 12 112 
minute video is too short for its $20.00 
price, and Shiels promises that his next 
feature will be longer. It is important to 
remeber, however, that the market for this 
type of video is limited and that they are 
expensive to shoot. 

Shiels has captured the thrill of 
the Green effectively, which is no small 
challenge, and I hope he continues to pro- 
duce additional whitewater features. 

B RIEFS 

Nolichucky Festival planned 
Plan now to attend the First An- 

nual Nolichucky Rescue Rodeo and River 
Bottom Stomp! This unique competition, 
barbecue and dance will be held Saturday, 
August 3, 1991, on the Nolichucky River 
below the Nolichucky Expeditions takeout. 

The rodeo is designed to promote 
safety skills in an exciting and entertaining 
format. It will consist of three competitive 
events: a self-rescue competition spon- 
sored by USA Whitewater/Nolichucky Ex- 
peditions; a team rescue competition spon- 
sored by the Nantahala Outdoor Center 
and a rescue and first-aid scenario compe- 
tition sponsored by the AWA. 

Social events will be highlighted 
by a dinner sponsored by Canoes by 
Whitesell and a dance sponsored by the 
Western Carolina Paddlers. Every effort 
will be made to make this an event even 
non-paddling family and friends will enjoy! 

The competitive events will be 
contested on a team basis. A team consists 

Whitewater play boats 
for the serious paddler 

'41 5 TOURER 
370 SLALOM SPORT 
370 SLALOM PRO 
335 ADVENTURER SPORT 
335 ADVENTURER PRO 

'As low as $499 suggested retail 

Challenge your skills without 
Draining your pocketbook 

For more information, or the dealer nearest 
you, call or write: 

SVR Enterprise, Inc. 
P.O. Box 150 

Humrnels Wharf, PA 17831 

71 7-374-2618 anytime 

Dealer inquiries welcome 

of 6-10 people including at least three 
members of each sex, three decked boats, 
one OC-1 and one OC-2. Teams may be 
entered in either the novice (individuals 
with less than two years experience and/or 
paddled rivers rated higher than class Ill 
less than three times; no EMTs, nurses or 
MDs in the scenario competition) or open 
classes. The entry fee will be $30 per team. 

The sponsoring organizations 
have provided prizes worth over $700. 
Some will be awarded to the top two teams 
and others will be awarded by random 
drawing. One of the more valuable prizes 
will be awarded in a drawing restricted to 
the safety and education chairs of clubs 
sponsoring rescue and firs-aid dinics in the 
year ending August 3, 1991. Get to it, 
chairs! 

For further information and a 
packet useful to teams preparing for the 
scenario competition, contact Chris Bell, 
Route 1, Box 51 9, Candler, NC, 2871 5. 



White water 
rodeo circuit 
sponsored 
by AWA 

The National Organization of 
Whitewater Rodeos is proud of its achieve- 
ments to date, as the first of the national 
whitewater festivals and rodeos have be- 
gun to make their respective splashes 
around the country. 

As we wait to watch both the 
fresh-faced hotdoggers and veterans alike, 
it will be once again exciting to see who's 
doing what -- in, on, or with the latest gear. 
Wewill also be shown, time and timeagain, 
that the experts are great to watch, but a 
confident and aggressive Intermediatecom- 
petitor can be as inspiring or entertaining, 
out on the water going for the gusto. 

Risa Shimoda Callowa y, 
PO Box 375, Denver, NC 28037 

(704)483-5042 

Insurance - lnsurance is being 
coordinated for NOWR by Nancy Wiley at 
Four Corners River Sports, host of Animas 
River Days. This year we have developed 
a package to cover the Animas, Bob's 
Hole, Gallatin, Ocoee and Tulsa events. 

As it is structured, other events 
can be added as the year goes on. Accord- 
ing to Ms. Wiley, "the cost is only somewhat 
lower than other available options. How- 
ever, the flexibility and potential for savings 
as the program grows made us decide to 
go this route. It is also a vote of confidence 
in the organization." 

sponsors hi^ - NOWR has also 
assisted individual organizers by commu- 
nicating with sponsors on behalf of the 
dozen rodeos. The "group solicitationn is 
still a new process (with the help of the S- 
Turn, Animas and Ocoee event organiz- 
ers), but many phone calls have been 
saved, and a year-long context has been 
created for the manufacturers, publishers, 
etc. who have been contacted. 

National sponsorships range 
widely: many companies are supporting 
most or all of the entire group with some 
donation of goods or services. These spon- 
sors include AWA, Canoe, Crazy Creek, 
Bob Foote Products, Four Corners, Hi- 
Trax, ICS Books, Menasha Ridge Press, 

The Ocoee Whitewater Rodeo is just one stop on the National Organization of Whitewater 
Rodeos championship circuit. 

Northwest River Supplies, Paddler, 
Patagonia, PD Designs, Rivers and Moun- 
tains, Sandpiper Publishing, Tighskirts, 
Northwest Design Works, Wildwater De- 
signs, and Adventure Medical Kits. 

Notably, New Wave Kayak Prod- 
ucts has offered paddles and/or custom 
designed squirt boats to many events, and 
Designs Vanha has donated boats to sev- 
eral rodeos. The most innovative prize has 
been offered by Dagger: competitors in the 
1991 whitewater rodeos will have a chance 

5/65 Bob's Hole Rodeo Clackamas 

511 8-1 9 S-Turn Squirt Potomac 
Slalom and Rodeo 

611 -2 Blackfoot White- Blackfoot 
water Weekend 

6/7-8 Boulder Creek Boulder Creek 
Whitewater Rodeo' 

6/29-30 Animas River Days Animas 

6/29-30 Ocoee Whitewater Rodeo* Ocoee 

716-7 Colorado Cup Arkansas 
Race amd Rodeo 

8/31 -911 Bigfoot Whitewater Rodeo Klamath 

912 Tulsa "Dust Bowl" Rodeo Arkansas 

* additions to the schedule or date change noted 

to win an expense-paid paddling trip to 
Chile with Expediciones Chile, in addition 
to a Dagger boat of hislher choice. 

Other companies are choosing 
specific rodeos to focus their resources. 
Kokatat, Lochsa Connection, Man of Rub- 
ber, Perception, Rainbow Designs, and 
Wilderness Systems are included in this 
group, having all been strong supporters of 
whitewater freestyle in the past. 

Here is a schedule for upcoming 
whitewater rodeos around the country ... 

Contact 

Cindy Scherrer 

Mike Sloan 

Joel Meier 

Landis Arnold 

Nancy Wiley 

Diana Holloran 

Doug Ragan 

Terry Marks 

Randy Jackson 



Phone for 
TVA readings 

TVA river flows are now available 
24 hours a day by calling Raleigh, N.C. 
919-833-6319. What you will hear is a 
recorded announcement of 15 river flows 
as of 0600 that morning. The recording will 
be updated each morning by 0830. Read- 
ings will be available SIX days a week 
Monday-Saturday. If you call on Sunday, 
you will hear Saturday's message. In the 
future, it may be possible to get Sunday 

readings also. 
Joe Greiner and the Carolina 

Canoe Club, working with the TVA has had 
the system installed and it is now operat- 
ing. This is an improvement over the cur- 
rent system where the paddler can only get 
flow information from a TVA technician 
between 0830-1 630 Monday through Fri- 
day. Saturday flows are currently unavail- 
able on Saturday morning. Now the pad- 
dler can call the recordings in the evenings 
when the phone rates are lower and can 
also get Saturday morning flows on Satur- 
day mornings. 

The TVA is currently looking into 
establishing an 800 number service. Part 
of their justification will be if the use of this 
number reduces the phone load to this 
technician. Therefore, if all you need is the 
river flows, please use this number instead 
of calling the TVA in Knoxville. 

Readings will indude: 
Town Creek at Geraldine, Little 

River (Tenn) at Maryville, French Broad at 
Newport, Doe at Elizabethton , Watauga 
at Sugar Grove, South Fork Holston at 
Damascus, Nolichucky at Embreeville, 
Little Pigeon at Sevierville, Little Tennes- 
see at Needmore, Oconoluftee at Birdtown, 
Emory at Oakdale, Collins at McMinnville, 
Toccoa at Dial, Buffalo at Lobelville, 
Tuckaseigee at Bryson City 

EPRO merges with 
Western Guides 

The memberships of the Eastern 
Professional River Outfitters and the West- 
ern Guides Association voted to merge the 
two associations, creating America Out- 
doors--a national organization of profes- 
sional river outfitters. 

The organization currently repre- 
sents 159 river outfitters with a commercial 
membership of 37 manufacturers and sup- 
pliers to the outfitting industry. 

The Prijon line of kayaks are blowmolded 
from HTP-thelinestHighMolecular Weight 
Polyethylene. Its stillness and durability to- 
gether with our true Keyhole cockpits and 
collision plate footbraces set a 
standard 8". - ~ h h  ,&a 

The Finest Kayaks Around the World and corn 

1-Can y on 
Predictable and responsive, 

the T-Canyon oflers optimum 
salety and performance for everyone 
from steep creek boaters to beginners. 
A joy to paddle on any adventure. 

r 

lor surfing, yet very comlortable on the 
edge. Simply the best playboatthere is. 

novices. You can fall in love with a Topo-Duo. 

For information on these boats and the rest 
of the Prijon line, call or write: (303) 444-2336 

Wildwasser Sport USA, Inc. P.O. Box 4617, Boulder, CO 80306 

KEEL-HAULERS o m m  
I 

- P E R C E P T I O N - H Y D R A - P R I J O N - H A R M O H A W K -  
-YAKIMA-BODY GLOVE-BERMUDES-HELLY HANSEN- 

-KOKATAT-SILVER CREEK-EXTRASPORT-SEDA- 

-DISCOUNT PRICES - FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE- 

-CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG- 

30940 LORAIN RD. NORTH OLMSTEAD, OH 44070 

(216) 779-4535 



No bullets, just great paddling 

Rio Grande shoot-out reports exaggerated 
By LANN SALYARD 
of the Philadelphia Canoe Club 

The last week of March I canoed 
the Rio Grande Lower Canyons with Sun- 
rise County Canoe. There were no 
shootouts and the rapids were great! I urge 
paddlers to reconsider the Rio Grande as a 
destination! 

Prior to the trip, I had been con- 
cerned about reports of "random violence 
on the Rio Grande" as reported in Ameri- 
can Whitewater. But the River Ranger at 
Big Bend was astonished at my inquiries. 

True, there had been one shoot- 
ing death on the river a number of years 
ago, but since then the only inddent of note 
was some local Texans shooting at some 
Mexicans and then reporting the shooting 
to the River Rangers complaining that the 
Mexicans had shot at them! This satisfied 
me that there was no serious danger in 
proceeding with my river trip, which I did 

Surf Dog Productions 
Present. 

WHITEWATER DANCER 

This Wdeo Hos It All1 
A steamy pool scene. Clear 
underwater roll and hand roll 
lllustratlons. Footage o f  the 
1989 Worlds. A whitewater 
rodeo. Hot surflng. A Class V 
Bull's Brldge raplds thrashlng. 
Class VI tunes b y  world famous 
flddle master PAPA JOHN 
CREECH In hl-fl stereo. 

To ge t  your copy,  send S 19.95 
plus $4.00 postage & handling 

* .  to: 

SURF DOG PRODUCTIONS 
12 Freedom Drive 
Collinsville, CT 06022 
2031693-8750 

Dealer lnquerles lnvlted 
Satlsfactlon Guarant e e d  

Copyright Frank J. Perrucclo 
1990 50 mln. 

without inddent. 
The weather was warm and 

sunny; the scenery indudes 1,500 foot 
cliffs hugging the river with numerous nar- 
row side canyons. The first two days are 
mostly flat water. The big rapids begin with 
Hot Springs on the third day. My favorite 
rapid was Rodeo--huge standing waves 
that dumped me once solo but left me and 
my tandem partner, Herb Richardson, ex- 
hilarated and upright. I would definitely 
plan to camp there to allow more time for 
playing around in this rapid. 

We lined Upper Madison (Class 
IV) but kayakers from the University of 
Colorado at Boulder were running it. Lower 
Madison was another of my favorites--a 
huge hole on the right requiring entering on 
the left, but a rock mid-current required a 
swift draw to avoid wrapping. 

The birds and other wildlife as 
well as unusual rock formations made the 
trip spectacular as well. 

I 

Sunrise County has just opened 
an outfitting base in Marathon, Texas. It is 
just across from the entrance to Big Bend 
National Parkwhere the put-in (Loma Linda) 
to the lower canyons is located. 

Mike Scott, who has driven shuttle 
for SCCE trips for a number of years, and 
his wife Sharon, are running the base "The 
Texas Connection." If you want to plan 
your own Rio Grande Trip, call Sharon at 
(91 %) 386-4574 for outfitting and shuttle 
information. 

If I were going--or rather when I 
go again, I definitely would try to spend one 
night at the Gage Hotel in Marathon, two 
doors up from the Texas Connection. It will 
get you into the spirit of the West Very 
quickly. 

(Editor's note: The article Lann 
refers to was a summary of a story carried 
on a national wire service. We regret if the 
original story contained inaccuracies that 
we reprinted.) 

PADDLE COMPANY 
WHITEWA TER 

with proven 

durability you want 
value that makes $ sense 

Call or write for information & outfitters in your area: 
RD 1, Spring Mills, PA 16875 8 14-422-8844 

Located directlv across from the private boater take-out on the 
Lehigh River Pennsylvania's newest Patagon ia  dealer  

PerceptionIMad River CanoeMlave SporVC.K.S.1 
A Stohbuist/Extrasport/Body Glovefreva/SidewinderlSilver 

r e e k l ~ h e  North Face/Cannondale/ 
New Balance/Rossignol 

\+ <5'* GQ o* 
o\5'0 

SPORTS & WEAR 
34 SUSQUEHANNA ST. JIM THORPE, PA 18229 71 7/325-4421 
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Legislation passed to stotl Grand Canvon surges 

With the introduction of two bills in 
the House, three slightly different mea- 
sures are now on the table to protect Grand 
Canyon National Park from water surges 
from the Glen Canyon Dam. 

All three bills seek the same end- 
-interim curbs on water flow from the dam 
and swift completion to an EIS on the 
impacts of the dam. It was constructed in 

1963. 
All three depart slightly from the 

legislation that the House passed last year 
and the Senate almost squeezed through. 
That is, they would not set specific limits on 
water flows from Glen Canyon, as early 
drafts of bills did in the last Congress. But 
they do order the Bureau of Reclamation to 

moderate flows until an EIS is completed. 
Until the EIS is finished, the Bureau of 
Reclamation is under Interior Department 
orders to moderate the flow. 

The massive surges from Glen 
Canyon have worn away the beaches used 
by commercial rafters and have begun to 
destroy trout. 

Legis lation drafted to exempt canoes from tax 
Sen. Malcom Wallop (R-WY) has 

added a new wrinkle to the campaign by 
recreational boaters to repeal annual fed- 
eral fees on their vessels. He introduced 
legislation last month to exempt canoes, 
kayaks and other human-powered boats 
from the fees. 

The Wallop proposal comes on 
the heelsof a bill introduced in midJanuary 
by Rep. Robert Davis (R-MI) to repeal the 
fees altogether. The fees were approved 
by Congress in October as part of the giant 
budget agreement. The fees would range 
from $25 on a 16-foot boat to $1 00 on a 

boat longer than 40 feet. 
Boating enthusiasts are optimis- 

ticabout the reaction on the Hill to the Davis 
bill, noting the 83 cosponsors signed on in 
the first three weeks after the measure was 
introduced. 

Designs by Wilderness Systems, Wick Walker, Richard Fox, Tom McEwan, John Abbenhouse 
and Harrie Tieken; all boats vacuum bagged with the best materials available. 

Squirt boats Expedition K-1 & C-1's 
Sea kayaks Boating accessories 

n Custom helmets 



Paddling Film Festival attracts record number 
of whitewater film, video and slides 

Nearly 300 whitewater enthusi- 
asts attended the Eighth Annualpaddling 
Film Festival held February 22 and 23 at 
the University of Kentucky in Lexington. 
The Festival, sponsored by the Bluegrass 
Wildwater Association and Menasha Ridge 
Press, features the best whitewater film, 
video and slide presentations produced 
during the preceding year and climaxes 
with a indoor poolside party that effectively 
kicks off the eastern paddling season. 

All profits from the Festival are 
donated to river conservation organiza- 
tions according to Barry Grimes, Film Co- 
ordinator for the event. This year the 
American Whitewater Aff iliation will receive 
$600 and American Rivers will receive 
$250. 

This year's competition drew a 
record number of amateur and professional 
entries. Festival regulars agreed that the 
quality of the entries was better than ever 
before; with the video format continuing to 
gain in popularity. 

The Amateur Best of Show and 
Hair Boating categories were captured by 
Action Kayak Quebec, a video presenta- 
tion by Marc Des Groseilliers that was 
filmed on the infamous Toureau Section of 
the Jacques Cartier River and on the Seven 
Sisters Section of the Rouge. The Cana- 
dian video contains footage of some of that 
nation's premiere hair boaters tackling hon- 
est class VI water. 

The Recreational Sceniccategory 
was captured by Dave Regoor North 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts. His video, 
Southern Rock, was filmed largely at 
Sweet's Falls on the Gauley during the 
1990 Gauley Festival weekend and fea- 

tures a series of outstanding whitewater 
wrecks. 

Barry Adams of Pittsburgh, Pa. 
won the Racing category with a presenta- 
tion shot at the 1990 World Cup Races on 
Maryland's Savage River. Best Club Entry 
went to Rodney Rehders of the GDI 
whitewater club for Devil's Breakfast Table 
to Nemo, shot in the Obed Emory river 
system. The Humor award was shared by 
two entries. The 300 Seconds, a video 
produced by Julie Albrecht of Green Bay, 
Wisconsin, reveals the secret thoughts of a 
couple paddling C-2. Uh Oh's and Oh 
Shits, by Mike Lewis and Rodney Rehders, 
highlights bloopers on eastern Tennessee 
Rivers. 

The Best of Show in the Profes- 
sional Division and the winner of the Best 
Professional Open category was Terry 
Shiel's Gorilla: Paddling the Narrows of 
the Green . A number of the east's most 
renowned hair boaters,including AWA 
President Risa Callaway and AWA Direc- 
tor Anita Adams, appear in Shiel's Class VI 
white-knuckler. 

The winner of the Professional 
Commercial category was Lynn Clark of 
Beachburg, Ontario whose video, Just Let 
Me Go Naturally, is being used a promotion 
for Wilderness Tours Rafting on the Ot- 
tawa River. 

Runner up in the Professional 
category was Earthday Everyday, a video 
by Paul Bonesteel of Atlanta. A one hour 
video program by Bonesteel entitled Rapid 
Diplomacy was shown Friday night at the 
welcome party but was not entered com- 
petitively. This program, which has been 
featured on some public television sta- 

tions, documents the 1990 Project Raft 
event on the Nantahala River. 

More than 25 sponsors donated 
products to the Festival to be used as 
prizes or sold at the silent auction. These 
included a Corsica S donated by Percep- 
tion, a Crossfire K1 donated by Dagger, a 
5 day course at the Madawaska Kanu 
Center and weekend rafting trips on the 
Ottawa donated by Wilderness Tours. 

A surprise appearance by the 
BWA's notorious Women in Rubber high- 
lighted the poolside party after the compe- 
tition Saturday night. As usual BWA mem- 
bers demonstrated that they are without 
equal when it comes to partying. The all 
night fandango was organized by BWA 
member Sam Moore. 

Other BWA members instrumen- 
tal in organizing the Festival were Presi- 
dent Mike Molnar, Butch Quire--reception, 
Richard Smithers- concessions, and Don 
Spangler-- food. 

Next year's Festival has been 
slated for February 21 and 22 according to 
Barry Grimes, who is reminding competi- 
tors to enter early since exhibition time is 
limited and will be alloted on a first come, 
first serve basis. 

Deerfield 
releases set 

In response to the requests of a 
coalition of whitewater interest groups, New 
England Power Company has agreed to 
study the demand for releases from its #5 

so; ( j47-7272) 
Toll-Free O r d e r  Line 1-800-223-7238 

So you think a wood paddle 
won't hold up . . . 
WELL- TRY A CRICKET! 

0 Superbly Hand-Crafted 
0 Good Balance 

CRICKET PADDLES 
Michael Jones 

0 Tough Construction 
CANOE $1 25 71 96 Aspen Meadow Dr. 

0 Light Weight Evergreen, CO 80439 
Comfortable Grip KAYAK $1 65 303-670-11 49 



project dam in Monroe, Massachusetts. 
This 3-mile section of class IV whitewater 
has until now only been runnable after 
heavy rains which cause the diversion dam 
to be overtopped. On six weekend days 
this summer, however, the power com- 
pany will release between 900-1000 d s  
providing a unique whitewater opportunity 
in southern New England. 

The release dates are: June 29- 
30 (1 1 am to 3 pm), July 20-21 (1 1 am to 2 
pm) and August 17,24 (1 1 am to 2 pm). 

A favorite of many local boaters, 
the Upper Deerfield is similar to the Ocoee 
River in Tennessee. Technical drops of a 
quarter to a half mile in length follow in 
quick succession as the river passes 
through a steep-sided valley in this remote 
part of Massachusetts. The beginning of 
the last set of drops, Dragon's Teeth, is a 
fitting finale to this run with the river narrow- 
ing and dropping over a series of ledges 
and boulders before coming to rest in the 
Bear Swamp reservoir at the take-out. 

Boaters should be aware that this 
is a class IV run suitable for advanced 
intermediates and experts only. If you have 
any questions about whether your skill 
level is sufficient for this run, err on the 

conservative side. 
Until now access has been diffi- 

cult with a steep, rocky put-in and a long 
walk at the take-out past, around or over a 
normally locked gate. As part of the power 
company's study, they will open the gate 
and allow private vehicle access to the 
take-out. They have also agreed to im- 
prove the trail from the river at the take-out 
and build a temporary put-in trail at a spot 
just below the first rapid due to dam recon- 
struction taking place at the normal put-in. 

In this first season of releases, it is 
imperative that we make a good impres- 
sion on the inhabitants of Monroe. Be- 
cause of dam reconstruction, there is very 
limited parking available in town, so boat- 
ers will be required to park in the Dunbar 
Brook Picnic Area about halfway down the 
run. After changing in the picnic area, boat- 
ers will drive to the put-in and unload people 
and gear. The driver will then return to the 
parking area where he or she can catch a 
ride back to the put-in either with another 
car of paddlers or in one of two shuttle 
vans. 

Volunteers from local paddling 
clubs will be on hand to ensure traffic runs 
smoothly. Please help these volunteers 

make a good impression by cooperating 
with traffic directions. 

We will be asking for a $1 per 
person per day donation from every pad- 
dler to help defray costs for the day. These 
costs indude hiring two police officers and 
renting the shuttle vans. Any extra money 
collected will go to the Town of Monroe and 
to the coalition, F.L.O.W., which is a coali- 
tion of whitewater boating groups 
in-rbilliards. Along Route 2, the County 
Aire Campground (41 3 625-2996) and 
Mohawk State Forest (41 3 339-5504) offer 
camping or you can hike into the shelters in 
Monroe State Forest just across from the 
Dunbar Brook Picnic area. 

We hope to see lots of boaters 
on Monroe Bridge this summer to show 
the power company there is a demand 
for this resource. 

(New England power has asked 
that no concessions be set up in the picnic 
area which is there land, since they have a 
strict policy of not allowing commercial 
operations to do business on their land.) 

THE SOURCE FOR CUSTOM 
BUILT BOATS I 
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Adjusting a stock kayak fit a large man 
Having paddled C- 1 
for years, handling 

two blades presents 
many challenges.. . I 

have some 
observations I'd like 
to share with you. 

By CHARLIE WALBRIDGE 
A WA Safety Chairman 

Last spring I began 
paddling kayak again for the 
first time since college. Motivat- 
ing me was Perception's Corsica, 
the only designI1veencountered 
which  can &wry someone my 
size and weight with reasonable 
comfort. Having paddled C-1 
for years, handling two blades 
presents many challenges. Hav- 
ing re-acquakted myself with a 
kayak, I have some observations 
I'd like to share with you. 

I've been a sometime 
mitcher ever since I figured out 
that awimpyleft-handed, strong 
side C-1 stroke is often more 
useful than the most expertly Getting in andout of a stockkayakcan be difficult for large men. 

P executed ri t-handed offside ' 

move. I still ave a "weak side", but learn- 
ing to deal with two bladeswas not as hard 
as I expected. I'd also learned to roll a 
kayak before switching to C-1, and like 
riding a bike you never really forget. It is 
going to take a lot of work to make the. 
braces and rolls work smoothly, but it's 
fun and challenging to attempt the famil- 
iar maneuvers in an unfamiliar craft. I 
have the advantage of having watched 
expert kayakers play the river for years. 
The power and efficiency of a double- 
bladed paddle is pretty exciting for a C- 
boater, and I was blown away by the speed 
and acceleration. 

Comfort is another issue. The 
Corsica has unusuallywell-designed, com- 
fortable thigh braces. Initially I experi- 
enced serious low-back pain, but I experi- 
mented with backbraces andvarious kinds 
of foam padding until I got the relief I 
needed. Certainly some people's bodies 

been used in manufacturer's literature to 
describe a variety of larger cockpit open- 
ings, but unless it is large enough to permit 
YOU to exit the boat without resorting to 
the "butt-lift-somersault" method it has 
few advantages over smaller openings. 

When exiting what I call a "free 
entry" cockpit you simply move your knees 
from the thigh braces to the center of the 
cockpit, then push them up and out. You 
then fall free of the boat when upside 
down without any further gyrations. You 
can get out even when lying back with 
your head resting against the rear deck! 
Since you don't have to move your rear 
end, you can use a snug-fitting, support- 
ive backband safely. In vertical pin situa- 
tions you can bring one foot out onto the 
cockpit rim, and use the powerful muscles 
of your legs to climb free of the boat. 
Needless to say, this greatly facilitates self 
rescue. 

arebetter suited to kneeling than 
sitting, and vice versa. But as 
time passes the appropriate 
muscles firm up and that helps 
asmuchas theoutfitting. Ifound, 
as have many other Corsicapad- 
dlers, that the seat cants back- 
wards, and tends to make you 
slouch. I dealt with this by put- 
ting a 1/2" shim of soft foam 
across the back of the seat. I also 
had tomove the footbraces ahead 
2" to accommodate my long legs. 
IntheprocessIreplaced the stan- 
dard - equipment nylon 
footbraces (which popped loose 
under strong foot pressure) with 
stronger, more reliable Yakima 
footbraces. 

Despite my C-boat 
background, I've taught rolling 
and basic kayak paddling at club . - 

pool sessions for years. This in- 
cludes teaching people to wet 
exit from kayaks with a "stan- 
dard" cockpit size by lifting their 
rear ends off the seat, sliding 
back, and somersaulting for- 
ward. This sounds easy enough, 
but comvlications do occur. A 
few novice kayakers freak out 
after capsizing and experience 
"body lock". This happens when 
a kayaker leans back against the 
rear deck and, due to nervous 
ness. tenses all their muscles. This 

"locks" them'into the cockpit until they 
either relax or get help from others. 

More experienced paddlers can 
get stuck in their boat in certain specific 
situations. For example, a kayaker may get 
pinned against their rear deck after flip- 
ping in shallow water. Another exit prob- 
le

m 

is created when paddlers using 
backbands adjust the backstrap too snugly. 
This can keep the paddler's rear end from 
sliding backwards, blocking a fast bail-out 
impossible. Alooser strapsetting, followed 
by a higher than average butt lift, will 
solve this problem. After altering your 
outfitting, always check your boat for a 
safe and-smooth exit befbre getting into 
fast water. This can prevent unpleasant 
surprises later. 

At 6'4 230 I am definitely not 
average sized. Larger cockpits are impor- 
tant to me. But I have found that the term 
"keyhole cockpit" can be misleading. It's 



Cockpits this size have been avail- 
able in Europe for years. The Corsica's 
cockpit was a bit small to be a true "free 
entry" cockpit for a man of my size, but I 
liked the handling qualities a lot better 
than the uninspired Eurostyle creek boats 
I'd tried. The problem was how to achieve 
a bit more exit room. Despite the Corsica 
cockpit's healthy outside dimensions, its 
internal flange makes the actual opening 
quite ordinary. After getting trashed in a 
couple of small holes when my roll failed 
and my exit was slow I knew I wanted to 
find something bigger. 

While visiting the Nantahala 
Outdoor Center I met one of their guides, 
a man about my s k  with an eye for steep 
creeks. He showed me how he had cut 
back the flange on his Corsica, split his 
thigh braces, and moved the piece that 
holds the top of the foam wall upright 

, about6" forward. He thencuthiswallback 
significantly, creating an opening large 
enough to let him bring his knees to the 
center and out without sliding or lifting 
his rear end. This procedure has been cop- 
ied by anumber of Southern creekboaters. 
The difference between a "stock" and 
"modified" Corsica is shown in the adja- 

cent photo. It took an evening to copy his 
work, but the difference was incredible. 
Entry was much easier, too. There was 
none of the familiar hassle of sitting on the 
deck behind the cockpit and sliding your 
legs forward under the deck. And I could 
fall free of the boat at will. I'm a little 
nervous about the wall, though, and plan 
to reinforce it with plexiglass sheet so it 
won't pull free of the seat. 

As of this time there are many 
boats on the marketwith larger-than-stan- 
dard cockpit openings. But the only way 
to tell if alarge cockpit is truly "freeentry" 
is for an individualboater to test it person- 
ally. Just get in theboat on dry land and try 
to get out. If you can move your knees to 
the center of the cockpit and get out with- 
out moving your rear end or pushing with 
your hands, as shown on the preceding 
page, the opening passes. Remember that 
a kayak which works this for one person 
may not do so for another. I know two 
brothers who paddle the same kayak; the 
older one isslightly taller and abit heavier. 
The cockpit is "free entry" for the smaller 
man only. For myself, in addition to all the 
modifications described above, I had to 
move the seat of my Corsica back I", in- 

THE PROOF is in THE PERFORMANCE 
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creasing forward clearance for my knees 
slightly. My kayak rides a little bow light, 
which seems a small price to pay. 
Many comfortably large opening have been 
compromised by the addition of oversized 
"thigh braces" which stick out into the 
opening. The kayak cockpits shown in 
Photo # .......... are almost identical in size. 
The one at left (Boat #1) has large protrud- 
ing thigh braces; the space between them 
is 9 1/4", and the wall sticks into the cock- 
pit opening about 6". The right-hand one 
(Boat #2) has a space between the braces of 
11" and the wall is completely outside the 
cockpit. These few extra inches make the 
right-hand one "free entry" for more 
people. The price you pay is a different 
"feel"; the thigh braces are set farther apart, 
and your knees will be spread wider. This 
is no disadvantage, but takes some getting 
used to. 

Entrapment, while not common, 
isoneof themost significant danger sfaced 
by experienced kayakers. Of all the pos- 
sible ways of dealing with the problem, 
free entry cockpits seem the most logical. 
They can be applied to squkt boats and 
cruising boats with equal ease, won't in- 
crease the boat'scosts, and have the added 
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advantage of making these craft less in- 
timidating for novices. But larger open- 
ings must be carefully designed. We've all 
seen what happens when a cockpit open- 
ing is made bigger all around; the boater 
can't hold on and just falls out. A well- 
designed free-entry cockpit is longer, not 
wider. Thigh braces are installed farther 
apart. But even a good shape can be 
thwarted by poorly placed outfitting, such 
asoversized thigh hooksor fat wallswhich 
block the cockpit opening. 

Free entrycockp&s are an impor- 
tant new option for American paddlers, 
particularly thosewho paddle steep drops. 
But it does not follow that other cockpits 
are "unsafe". Smaller cockpits have been 
used for a long time, and'many boaters 
prefer them. They are drier, easier to outfit 
securelv. and will continue to be favored , . 
by racers and other performance oriented 
paddlers. Larger people like myself will 
always have f i t  prbblems, as will big pad- 
dlers who insist on cramming themselves Before and after photos demonstrate how a cockpit can be customized to fit a large 

into small boats. paddler. 
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Stephen Ens~gn photo 

David Whitleypasses through one of the abandonedrailroad trestles on the Laurel Fork of the Cheat. The Laurel Forkis a particularly 
isolate mountain river where hypothermia can quickly develop into a serious problem. 

Exhaustion and prolonged exposure contribute 

Hypothermia strikes during mild temperatures 
By JOHN PORTERFIELD 

We had been paddling for five 
soggy days throughout Northern and Cen- 
tral West Virginia. The May rains had 
pumped up the watersheds to seasonal 
heights; we had already paddled theTygart 
Gorge at flows between seven and eight 
feet, had seen the Arden Section at levels 
over eight feet and had screamed down 
the New River Gorge at levels over twelve 
feet. A big water experience for our scrag- 
gly group of whitewater squirtists. It was 
Saturday morning; we were scheduled to 
leave that night to run the slab back up to 
New England. It had rained another couple 
of inchesFriday night, and the Cheat Gorge 
was on a rapid rise. 

A few friends hadventured down 

from Boston and their friends had made 
way from Chicago to make a three day 
weekend out of the runoff. They were 
decent boaters, but not up to the challenge 
of the Cheat approaching floodstage. 
Weary from the week of paddling, I 
wimped out at the chance to see God in the 
Cheat Canyon at nine feet, instead opting 
to cruise down aneweasier run, the Laurel 
Fork of the Cheat. A few of the folks had 
paddled it before, and it sounded like a 
good way to wind up an adrenaline-filled 
week in wild, wonderful West Virginia. 

We switched boats, gathered up 
our gear and began driving to the put-in, 
which seemed close on the map but ended 
up being close to two hours away. The 
shuttle was run, with one vehicle heading 
up the road, one down the road, much to 
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our consternation. Amateurs, I smoldered 
to myself. But at least it was warm - sev- 
enty degrees or so, and the rain had ap- 
peared to stop. We got dressed, and then I 
found out that I was the amateur this day, 
forgetting a pile top and my booties. A 
polypro t-shirt was borrowed, my drysuit 
was donned (just being careful - don't 
want to get hypothermic) and half a roll of 
duct tape and poly socks were made up 
into a fine pair of booties. The shuttle car 
finally returned at noontime, expletives 
were mixed with apologies, and we were 
finally on the river. The first mile or so was 
pushing Class I1 and I began thinking 
about my other paddling buddies, having 
the time of their life in the Cheat Canyon. 
As we passed the gauge reading a level of 
three feet, I remembered the Appalachian 



Whitewater guidebook had indicated that 
agauge levelbf 1.5 was high, Hmrn, maybe 
this run will have some excitement, after 
all. 

The group was big - eight boat- 
ers, five in tupperware, three of us in our 
squirt boats. Thedropsstarted toget steeper 
and more frequent as we passed under 
unused trestles and around strainers. 
Ledges lined up one after the other, 
riverwide hydraulics that were easily 
melted or blasted. But thetupperwarecon- 
tingent started having troubles. One lady 
swam, then another boater swam trying to 
save the first boater. Eddied out around 
the next bend, I began to feel a bit of a chill, 
but shrugged it off. Hell, itwasMay, itwas 
seventy degrees out, icicles weren't cling- 
ing to my beard and we had plenty of 
daylight left. Rob, Lillian and I ate a couple 
of candy bars as we waited for the 
tupperware circus to resume. We waited 
for a while. 

More swims followed. The flow 
from side streams increased, and the river 
started to lookmore andmorelikeahealthy 
Class IVrun. We portaged around atwelve 
foot waterfall, wherewemet another group 
of boaters from New England. Small world. 
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Small talk followed, we ate more candy 
bars, informed our bigboat friends that we 
were starting to get chilly, it was starting to 
get late, and we had better put a move on. 
Lilian appeared a bit lethargic, but didn't 
complain of being cold, just a bit chilled. 

I stayed out in front to set afairly 
quick pace and to keep warm. Lilian was 
right behind me when I looked back to see 
here flip over in acalrn section, roll up, and 
paddle straight for a strainer. I screamed, 
but itwas too late. Sheleanedinto the tree, 
flipped, and washed under the uprooted 

1 screamed, but it was too late. 
She leaned into the tree, 

flipped, and washed under the 
uprooted tree, branches 

bending ... What was going on, 
we asked her? "Oh, I just feel a 

little tired and chilled, 
that's all,.. 

tree, branches bending. Miraculously, she 
floated free, and we managed to roll her 
up. What was going on, we asked her? 
"Oh, I just feel a little tired and chilled, 
that's all. I guess1 just wasn't paying atten- 
tion." Lilian stumbled about on the bank 
while eating another candy bar and after I 
gave her one of the two layers of polypro 
I had on. We were still five to six miles 
from the takeout on the Dry Fork in the 
backwoods of Jenningston, and we had a 
problem. The river had eased to Class III+, 
and we felt that if we could keep an eye on 
her, paddling would be the fastest and 
safest wav out. 

&ndwiching her between us, we 
steered Lillian down the next three miles 
of river, watching the hillsides for signs of 
civilization, a road, a path, anything. We 
scanned for sidecanyons; we knew we had 
one more ridge to get around before the 
Laurel Fork greeted the Dry Fork; after 
that ridge we could safely walk Lillian out 
if we had to. Her condition did not appear 
to worsen; we continuously talked to her, 
forcing her to stay alert. Butwithout warn- 
ing, she flipped over and stayed over; Rob 
wet exited, and between the two of us we 
roll6d her up and hauled her to shore. She 
was blue but breathing; she couldn't talk 
straight, had trouble focusing, and had 
troubling standing up. All she wanted to 
do was go to sleep. 

I too was beginning to feel the 

chilling effects of the long run. My teeth 
were chattering, my feet frozen. I was out 
of food and water. I knew we had a life 
threatening situation, and thought that 
the only way out of it was to leave Rob 
with Lillian and the tupperware circus, 
blaze downstream to the take-out, and get 
help. The shuttle drivers had mentioned 
that there were houses nearby, and gave 
me the hiding location for the keys. Lillian 
first tried to go it alone on shore with a 
paddle for a crutch, but she headed robot- 
like straight into a barbed wire fence. Rob 
then started walking/carrying Lillian out 
on the same side of the river as the take- 
out. Luckwas againwithus: we had passed 
the last ridge before the Dry Fork entered, 
and the walk out would be on relatively 
level ground. 

Off I went, powered by raw 
adrenaline, a couple of the other boaters in 
pursuit. I paddled hard, head down, 
around strainers, over ledges I should have 
scouted, and down routes that I had no 
businessbeing in in a squirt boat. I had one 
picture in my mind: the take-out. I knew if 
I didn't get there soon, I would be too 
hypothermic to continue, and that with- 
out help, Lillian wouldn't make it. 

It seemed like forever before I 
heard the Dry Fork roaring in from river 
right. The river ponded above the 
confluence to a horizon line, but I was too 
hypothermic to notice. Down a huge ledge 
I went, melted down to the bottom, and 
popped up at least a dozen yards down- 
stream. Fear met fear; the take-out was in 
sight, I had to get help. 

My fingers didn't work well once 
I reached the river bank at the take-out. I 
clawed my way out, heaving the boat out 
of the water..too tired to move ... too 
cramped and frozen to stand up, too cold 
and too out of breath to talk. Luckily, there 
were people at the take-out. Some shrugged 
as I chattered out my predicament, as if 
saying, well, what do you want me to do? 
Anger and frustration flushed my cheeks 
as I went from paddler to paddler to get 
help. I ran back upstream along a gravel 
road, thinking distantly that the sharp 
traprockshouldbehurting my poorly shod 
feet. I felt nothing. Thinking had become 
exceedingly difficult; I lurched past some- 
onechanging in thebackof astation wagon 
who saw my panic. He stopped me; I told 
him that there was a woman paddling in 
my group who was in the third stage of 
hypothermia, that she was being walked 
out by her husband on river right, and that 
there were several people with them. He 
told me he was an EMT, and jumped half 



clad in his car, and raced back up the 
gravel road onto private property up- 
stream of the take-out. I ran back to the car 
to start it; I knew Lillian was going to need 
some warmth. Someone offered me warm 

t coffee, and seeing that I was shivering, 
suggested that I change out of my pad- 
dling gear. Amateur move #2 reared its 
ugly head: my clothes were at the put-in. 
I found some of Rob's paddling gear that 
would fit, changed, and ran back up the 
road, still in my duct tape booties. 

I found the others gathered 
around Lillian, who was in a slkping bag 
in the EMT's car. The EMT said he had 
treated her for severe hypothermiaand for 
shock, and was trying to keep her still to 
prevent shock-related complications. The 
EMT indicated that when he had first 
measured her core temperature, it was 89 
degrees. We moved her to the back of 
Rob's Bronco, and raced for the closest 
hospital, 22 miles away in Elkins. Lillian 
was admitted for hypothermia. I was 
treated for minor hypothermia and re- 
leased. 

Why had someone who was in 
excellent physical condition (Lillian ran 5 
miles a day, used a rowing machine and 

paddled frequently) who waspaddling on 
a warm day, who was eating carbohy- 
drates, who wore three layers of polypro 
under a full drysuit, and who was an 
experienced paddler - why had she come 
dangerously close to death? A combina- 
tion of circumstances appears to be the 
culprit. 

The long wait while rescues and .......................................................... 
My fingers didn Y work well 

once I reached the river 
bank at the take-out. I 

clawed my way out, heav- 
ing the boat out of the 

water.. . too tired to 
. move.. too cramped and 

frozen to stand up, too cold 
and too out of breath to talk. 
Luckily, there were people 

at the take-out. 

recoveries took place, the high and cold 
water, the lack of thermal insulation of- 
fered in a squirt boat, the leaky sprayskirt 

that left her sitting in water, and the fact 
that Lillian was a vegetarian with only 9% 
body fat all added up to a near fatal hypo- 
therrnic equation. Even I, with plenty of 
excess body fat, became hypothermic, 
partly because I had forgotten necessary 
clothing and was under dressed for the 
occasion. 

Lessons to be learned: it doesn't 
take snow on the ground, icicles in your 
beard and frost on your breath to create 
conditions for hypothermia. Hypother- 
mia happens on warm days to people who 
think they are prepared. 
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Floatin' 
With 
Ritchie 

and Bloatin' 

Easy living on Idaho's Middle Fork of the Salmon 
By BOB GEDEKOH 

First let me set the record straight 
about Big Al. Big Al was not big and her 
name was not really Al. Big Al's real name 
was Alison Kennedy, and she was a petite 
high school senior from Hilton Head. At- 
tractive and personable. The kind of girl 
that was born to lead cheers. The kind of 
girl that never went out with me when I 
was sixteen. Big Al was the spiritual leader 
of our assault on Idaho's Middle Fork of 
the Salmon. 

Althoughitwas her first extended 
wilderness whitewater trip, Big Al em- 
braced the Float and Bloat Philosophy 

better than any of us, except Richie, the 
Float and Bloat Master who had organized 
our expedition. But Richie was an inscru- 
table character, whereas Big Al was more 
than willing to share her system of beliefs. 

In the Float and Bloat Universe of 
Big Al there was no good and evil, no ying 
and yang. There was only cool and uncool. 
And since Big Al was basically a cool 
person, most every thing about the Middle 
Fork was cool. 

Of course the spectacular100mile 
Middle Fork canyon, bounded by rugged 
mountains, some still capped with snow, 

was cool. The crystalline trout-filled wa- 
ter and picture perfect July weather were 
cool. And who could deny that the deer 
and bighorn sheep that monitored our 
eight day odyssey down the river were 
cool? 

Hot springs were cool, Indian 
petrographs were cool, campfires and 
s'mores were cool. The marauding bear 
and rattlesnakes that visited our camp- 
sites were cool. Even the hot stinking mud 
pit that almost swallowed Mike Black, our 
token C1 boater and clown, was cool. In 
fact, that mud pit may well have been the 



coolest thing of all. 
Actually, about the only thing 

that Big A1 pronounced totally uncool 
was canned meat byproducts for lunch. 
And canned meat byproducts are uncool 
by the standards of any rational indi- 
vidual with a normal digestive system. 
Canned meat byproducts may be 
cheap,they may even be nutritious, but 
they are definitely not cool. 

Buying meat byproductswas the 
only uncool thing our trip organizer, 
Richie Hughes, did, so we opted not to 
keelhaul him. But the decision of the jury 
was a close one ... especially after the pros- 
ecution read aloud thecontentsof the can. 
Tongues, brains, intestines ... slaughter- 
housetoxicwastetobeserved onacracker. 
But Richie redeemed himself in lots of 
other ways. 

First off, it was hewho managed 
to win the hard to come by Middle Fork 
permit in the Forest Service lottery for 
private boating parties. Although 55% of 
the individuals who run the river each 
year are on private trips, the odds of ob- 
taining a permit for acoveted July launch 
date in the annual lottery are said to be 
only 1 in 25. 

Then too, Richie has years of 
wilderness tripping experience on practi- 
cally every popular western run. No one 
knows more about easy living on the river 
than Richie Hughes. 

I too am a veteran of countless 
wilderness whitewater trips, but self-con- 
tained, in kayaks. Dehydrated 
food ... minuscule biwy sacs and soggy 
sleeping bags. I'm used to going lean and 
mean. 

Float and Bloat tripping with 
Richie is, by comparison, so luxurious it's 
positively shameful. 

I began to suspect that Richie's 
Middle Fork trip was going to be a bit less 
than spartan when I perused through the 
list of items that he suggested we bring 
along. 

Thermarest mattresses, fishing 
poles, sun glasses, solar showers, tanning 
lotion, toothbrushes ... fingernail clippers. 
Fingernail clippers! I dont even own a 
pair of fingernail clippers. On the 
whitewater expeditions I've organized, 
people usually gnaw their fingernails to 
the quick. If God had wanted us to use 
fingernailclippers, hewouldn't have given 
us teeth. 

But Richie had other plans for 
our teeth. On the day before our launch, 
we rendezvoused outside a gigantic gro- 
cery store in Pocatello. After renewing 
old acquaintances and comparing stories 

from the road, Richie divided the twelve 
of us into two man teams, each with a list 
of staples ... and we were off. 

Richie takes credit for most of the 
menu planning, but I suspect that most of 
it belongs to his significant other, Debbie 
Cagle. Debbie is an office manager for a 
group of physicians, and she supervised 
our supermarket sweep with the efficiency 
and self-assurance of a general. In less 
than half an hour, we reconnoitered at the 
checkout line with six buggies filled to the 
brim with groceries. 

AS I watched the astonished 
checkout lady ring up our order I realized 
that Debbie and Richie were into what I 
would consider haute cuisine. Salmon 
steaks, London broil, hams, chicken breasts 
and pork loins sailed down the conveyor 
belt. 

Somehow the cans of meat 
byproducts slippedby unnoticed;no doubt 
they werehidden among the tins of chicken 
salad and tuna. The total bill tallied over 
$500, not bad, considering that this would 
feed 12 people for eight days. In fact, at the 
conclusion of trip, each individual's share 
of the expenses, including shuttles, was 
less that $100. When you discover that 
commercial Middle F O ; ~  trips are gener- 
ally priced around $1000, it is apparent 
that there is a lot to be said for a well 
planned private trip. 

But the coup'de'grace came at 
the put in when I watched Richie and 
company actually load foldingchairs onto 
the rafts. For the first time in my boating 
career I experienced whitewater culture 
shock. 

Mv sense of disorientation was 
heightenedwhen Richie announced that 
the wearing of watches would not be tol- 
erated during the eight days and nights we 
were to be on the river. We were, he ex- 
plained, going to embrace a timeless state 
of mind; our activities would not be regu- 
lated by any fixed schedule or artificial 
means such as watches. No, the pace of 
this expedition would be set by our own 
biological clocks, ticking to the rhythm of 
our environment ... the rising of the sun 
and moon, the chirping of the birds, the 
karma of the river. 

We were, it seemed, about to en- 
ter another dimension, perhaps even an- 
other astral plane. 

Well, I, for one, am fairly fond of 
my conventional, clockdriven astral plane; 
where food and sleep are made available 
at sensible and regular intervals, and so I 
was loathe to relinquish my Casio. I slid it 
up my arm under my paddling jacket, out 
of sight, but not out of mind. 

........................................ 

Buying meat byproducts 
was the only uncool thing 

our trip organizer, 

Richie Hughes, did, 

so we opted not 

to keelhaul him. 

My  sense of disorientation 
was heightened 
when Richie announced 

that the wearing of watches 
would not be tolerated 

during the eight days and nights 

we were to be on the river. 

W e  were, he explained, 
toembracea timeless stateofmind ... ....................................................... 



Bob Gedekoh, Richie Hughes, Mike Trogdon, Julie Trogdon and Ricky Blizzard 
relaxing in the sun. 

My watch remained in hiding 
until the evening of the second day, when 
Richie's compadre and enforcer, Mike 
Trogdon, spotted it while I was changing 
into my evening attire. (Dry evening at- 
tire ... we actually had dry clothes to put on 
every day!) 

Aseasonedconstructionbossand 
athlete, Mike is an amicable but convinc- 
ing individual, capable, he said, and I had 
no reason to doubt him, of sitting on me, 
while Richie removed my beloved Casio 
and tossed it into the Middle Fork. (Mike 
and I weigh about the same, but he has 
more muscle and I have more... 

er ... floatation.) I laughed and he laughed, 
but I didn't like the look in his eye, so I 
dispatchedmywatchtothenetherlandsof 
my dry bag. 

But Richie was right, my concern 
that we would fail to reach our campsites 
by nightfall- these are assigned by the 
rangers at the time of departure- or that we 
would miss meals- proved groundless. 
Richie had scheduled our trip at aleisurely 
pace, and each superb summer Idaho day 
seemed to last forever. 

As we drifted through one of the 
deepest gorges in the United States the 
scenery evolved; the mountains became 

Of course hot springs come in 
lots of shapes and sizes and some are more 
accommodating thanothers. Undoubtedly 
the hot spring that we will all remeber 
most fondly is the one at Hood Ranch that 
tried to eat Mike Black. 

We had beached our kayaks and 
the rafts along the river and were snacking 
while Big Al and Mike Black and a few of 
the others set out in search of the springs. 
About fifteen minutes later Big Al loped 
over the river bankand headed toward the 
rafts. She wasn't exactly running (Big Al 
doesn't run, it would be uncool), but she 
was moving faster than usual, and she had 
a bemused expression. 

What's up?", Dean Fairburn, one 
of Mike Black's close friends, inquired. 

increasingly craggy and the vegetation 
more sparse. The upper canyon featured 
dense forests of lodgepole pine and Dou- 
glas Fir, whereas downstream, in the sec- 
tion known as the Impassable Canyon, 
PonderosaPine and mountain mahogany 
prevailed. The alpine flowers blooming 
along the upper reaches of the river gave 
way to wild roses, and then to isolated 
patches of cactus near the takeout. 

Fortunatelyaswemovedthrough 
the canyon, we picked up additional vol- 
ume. The flow at the put-in was minimal 
for raft traffic, in fact, the floor of Richie's 
raft sustained a tear that required repair 
the first day. 

Even at low water the Middle 

"I need one of those ropes you 
guys carry," Big Al explained, trying to 
sound nonchalant. 

"How come?", Fairburn asked, 
as he tossed her a throw rope. 

"To pull Mike out of the mud. 
He's ... sort of ... stuck." 

Meaningful looks were ex- 
changed, and then there was a mad 

Fork has a brisk current, so covering our 
requisite ten to fifteen miles a day rarely 
required more than five hours. This left 
plenty of time for exploring the side can- 
yons, fishing, photography and, perhaps 
best of all, wallowing in the many hot 
springs located along the river. 

Having kayakers Mike Mayfield, 
a widely-traveled geography professor 
from North Carolina's Appalachian Uni- 
versity, and Garland Walker, a lawyer 
who specializes in conservation issues, 
along stimulated conversations beyond 
theusualwhitewater braggdacio. And so, 
while soakingin steaming hot springs, we 
solved the economic, social and environ- 
mental problems of the world. 

scramble for cameras. No one knew ex- 
actly what was going on, but it sounded - - 

Soonwe were all in hot pursuit 
of Big Al, determined to document poor 
Mike Black's predicament. 

And what a wonderful fiasco it 
was. Most of the hot springs along the 
Middle Fork feature clear, bubbling water 
channeled into pristine rocky alcoves with 
sandy bottoms suitable for soaking. But 
the hot springs of Hood Ranch consist of a 
vast, swampy expanse of burbling mud, 
covered with a patchwork of waist high 
grasses and a lava like crust. Mike Black 
had discovered, to his chagrin, that this 
crust was not nearly as solid as it looked. 

And so we found him, buried to 
his armpits in this muck, which, strangely 
enough, had the consistency and aroma of 
half baked cow manure. The more he 
wallowed about, the deeper he sank, and 
the cloud of bottleflies around his exposed 
flesh did little to improve matters. This 
was not a situationbefitting aformer high 
school teacher and medical student. But 
Mike, as usual, was being incredibly good- 
natured about his misfortune. 

While I documented the rescue 
with my camera, Big Al and Debbie tossed 
him the line, then abruptly jerked him out 
in amanner that guaranteed that hewould 
execute a undignified noseplant in the 
mud. It was one of thosemagical moments 
that Mike Black will no doubt spend a 



Mike Mayfield cataching major air time. 

lifetime trying to live down, but that none 
of us will ever forget. 

I suppose by now Mike has man- 
aged to get most of the mud rinsed out of 
his long hair. Actually, as the days passed 
by, most of the men on the trip started to 
lookalittledisreputable. It got to the point 
where Richie, who usually looks like a 
model from Esquire, developed an un- 
canny resemblance to Gunsmoke's Festus 
Hagan. 

C 

Of course the four women in our 
party never looked a bit shabby. Over the 
years I've discovered an amazing thing ... 
dirt does not stick to southern women. A 
true southern belle could spend a month 
in a coal mine and come out looking and 
smelling like a rose. All of the women on 
our trip were southern belles in the finest 
sense of the word. Bright, witty and ac- 
complished. 
Consider Julie Hart, a CPA who is Big Al's 
older sister and Mike Trogdon's fiancee 
(they havesince tied the knot). Julie started 
the trip as one of those competent class 4 

kayakers who doesn't know how good she 
is. Initially shewasreticent about kayaking 
the river. At the put-in she eyed all of the 
hard boaterscriticallybeforepassingjudge- 
ment. 

"I'll follow you or you or you," 
she gestured, "but I'm not following Ricky 
Blizzard." Ricky Blizzard had rafted for 
years with Hughes and Trogdon, but had 
only been kayaking for one or two "very 
eventful" seasons. Apparently Ricky's 
reputation had something to do with big 
holes. 

But with each day Julie's confi- 
dence grew and her boating style became 
more aggressive. Soon she wasn't follow- 
ing anyone. In fact, Julie and Ricky Bliz- 
zard both negotiated the entire Middle 
Fork without getting into any trouble at 
all, unlike some others I might mention. 

Because the water level was just 
over two feet on the gauge, there were not 
as many playspots as usual, but we still 
managed to find ways to make the river 
interesting. 
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I entertained everyone by taking 
a swim out of Mike Black's C1 in an easy 
class 4 rapid. This really came as no sur- 
prise to me; I was born knowing how to 
roll a kayak, but have never even had a 
semblance of a C1 roll. 

I was not the only one trying out 
another craft. While Mike Trogdon and 
Richie, both class five kayakers,were sat- 
isfied spending their days piloting their 
respective oar rigs, Jenny Smith and her 
fiancee, Dean- airb burn, who were 
captaining the third support raft, each 
wanted to spend some time paddling the 
hard boats. ~ean'slo~alty w&clearlytorn 
between his newly acquired oar rig raft 
and his old friend, a blue Dancer. 

It wouldbe anunderstatement to 
say that Mike Black never really became 
comfortable handling the oar rig, but I 
picked it up fairly quickly, which was a 
good thing, since I found myself in a fairly 
technical class four rapid less than a half 
hour after I first took control. For a first 
timer I think I handled the raft very well, 



though I must admit that Jenny Smith did 
even better. 

The mechanics of oar rigging can 
be simplified as follows. Face downstream, 
point the raft directly at the obstacle you 
want to miss, and row. The trouble spots 
are avoided by means of strategic upstream 
ferries. The biggest trick is keeping the 
oars from being snapped off by the boul- 
ders as you drift by. 

Of course having navigators like 
Debbie or Big Al proved invaluable to 
Richie and Mike. While Debbie serenely 
scrutinized the mountainsides for sheep, 
Big Al spent hours draped over the front 
tube of the raft, watching therocks and the 
fish swirl by. We all tried it at one time or 
another and it was, just as she reported, 
cool. 

The fish swimming below were 
mostly trout, protected by a catch and 
release policy that requires the use of 
barbless hooks. Chinook salmon migrate 
annually into the Middle Fork watershed 
to spawn in August and September. We 
thoughtwe saw afew of these, but couldn't 
be sure. 

At higher levels the most diffi- 
cult rapids on the Middle Fork merit a 
class IV rating, with large waves and holes 
capable of flipping rafts. At lower levels 
rapids like those at Redside and Weber 
become increasingly technical. Since 
there are no dams or impoundments 
controlling flows on the Middle Fork, the 
volume varies unpredictably from year to 
year. In June of 1970 three boaters per- 
ished when the melting of late snows 
flooded the river. Newsman Tom Brokaw 
was one of the survivors of that unfortu- 
nate episode. 

The Middle Fork was one of the 
first eight rivers designated as a National 
Wild and Scenic River in 1968. The River 
lies within the Frank Church-River of No 
Return Wilderness areas,one of the largest 
in the nation. 

Although the number of private 
and commercial groups on the river is 
tightly controlled by the National Forest 
Service permit system, we frequently en- 
countered other partiesand over thecourse 
of several days came to know some of 
them. 

One large entourage of tanned, 
impeccably clad fitness fanatics from Sun 
Valley paralleled our progress onthe river. 
Periodically various members of their party 
would leave the rafts and jog for several 
miles along the river, always accompa- 
nied by their boisterous golden retriever 
(what else?!). 

They beat us to the Sunflower 
Flat camp on day three and claimed the 
sideof the river with the prime hot springs. 
Grudgingly we beached on the other site, 
only to discover a rattlesnake catching 
some rays on the path to our camp. Big A1 
eyeballed the snake for a while and finally 
pronounced it cool, but we all agreed that 
it would bebetter if it was cool somewhere 
else, so fearless Mike Trogdon flipped it 
into the drink with his paddle. The snake 
swam about twenty yards downstream, 
then climbed a tree at the water's edge, 
where it remained, giving us sour looks. 
.......................... 
A t  higher levels 
the most difficult rapids 

on the Middle Fork 
merit a class IV rating, 

with large waves and holes 

capable offlipping rafts. 

A t  lower levels rapids 
like those at Redside and Weber 
become increasingly technical. 

But the rattler was not the only 
wildlife we encountered at Lost Oak. We 
were awakened just after dawn the next 
day by the clamor of a great big blackbear 
making a beeline towards our supplies. It 
didn't take us long to figure out what was 
on this hooligan's mind. We quickly mus- 
tered the troops and drove the intruder 
away. 

Discouraged by our inhospital- 
ity, the bear ferried across the river and 
preceded toward the camp of our friends 
from Sun Valley. They were late sleepers 
and still in their tents, so we tried to warn 
them, but theroar of theriver overwhelmed 
our shouts. (We really did try.) 

And so we watched as the bear 
marauded through their camp, fortunately 
not doing much damage. Later that day at 
a lunch stop on a beach, they told us that 
they had no idea that they had entertained 
such a visitor. But they were ready to 
entertain us; they had erected avolleyball 
net and they slyly lured us into a friendly 
game. 

Our team played brilliantly, but 
the SunValley crew was ruthless, and they 
didn'tplay fair. Whereaswe onlyhad men 
on our team, they fielded several great big 
women who spiked the ball mercilessly. 
In practically no time these horrid Ama- 
zons had our team on the ropesand, before 

the game was over, our boys looked like 
meat byproducts. 

Sadly, we lost some beer and toi- 
let paper as well as our honor in awager on 
that game. This became a subject of some 
consternation around our campfires dur- 
ing the rest of the trip. 

Perhaps the most memorable 
night that I spent on the river was at the 
camp near the site of Whitie Cox's grave. 
Here the river makes two sweeping turns, 
the first to the right, the second to the left. 
In between a large sandy beach on river 
right offers an excellent campsite. On a 
plateau, just above thebeach, lies the grave 
of the World War I1 veteran and miner 
who was killed by a falling rock in 1954. 
On the hillside above Whitie's lonesome 
resting place a hot spring ischanneled into 
one of the best soaking pools on the river. 
The view from this pool is both spectacu- 
lar and disquieting. 

While the others pitched their 
tents on thebeachbelow, Iannounced that 
I was going to sleep on the plateau next to 
Whitie. In the bright afternoon sunlight it 
seemed like an intriguing idea. 

No oneelsewasintrigued enough 
to joinme, but thatnight around thecamp- 
fire there was much speculation about 
how Whitie met his maker and whether 
his soul was at peace. It rolled off my back 
like water off a duck. Really. 

When everyone else turned in I 
climbed the plateau in the moonlight and 
sauntered confidently to the hot spring for 
a late night dip. Clouds rolled across the 
horizon casting eerie shadows across the 
canyon. I could see the reflection of the 
moon glittering off the river, but soon the 
sound of the riffles was obscured bv the 
wind. Suddenly, even though I was bak- 
ing in water that was almost intolerably 
hot, I felt a chill. 

I glanced down the slope to where 
Whitie lay. There was no sign of action. 
Everythingwasst ill... cool, asBigAlwould 
have said had she been there. 

Nonetheless, I decided not to 
push my luck. I scrambled down the hill to 
my tent, zipped the flap shut behind me 
and climbed into my bag. The thunder- 
storm hit a few minutes later. 

I was camping in a mountaineer- 
ing tent, made to withstand the wind, but 
for a while I thought for sure it might be 
torn apart. It sounded like somethingwas 
clawing at the tent. The wind ... I'm sure 
now it was just the wind ... howled and 
moaned as the rain pummeled the earth 
and the lightning flashed. 

Okay ... I'll admit it. I pulled my 



Mike Mayfield drips over the crystal wafer of a calm section the Middle Fork of the Salmon. 

sleeping bag over my head. I geuss I was 
cold. 

The storm was still raging when 
I finally drifted off into a restless sleep. I 
dont know whether Whitie's ghost really 
visits the plateau, but, if I were buried in 
such abeautiful place, I would. That night 
he certainly haunted my dreams. 

The next morning when I rejoined 
the others on the beach, I commented on 
the severity of the storm. They looked at -. one another and shrugged their shoul- 
ders. Apparently they had not been im- 
pressed. 

Next time they can sleep with 
Whitie! 

It would be far better to sleep 
with Whitie than to sleep with a rattle- 
snake, like we did on our last night on the 
river. We had reached our assigned camp 
at Cliffside Rapid late that day, because 
we had spent quite a bit of time ogling the 
bighorn sheep that wandered along the 
river, unconcerned with our passage. It 
was twilight as we selected our spots and 

spread our groundcloths out on the small 
sandy patches between boulders. 

It appeared that DebbieCagle had 
claimed the premium spot until a sizable 
rattler, havingbeenrousted from the cook- 
ing area by our indomitable snakeman 
Mike Trogdon, took refuge under some 
bouldersnear the head of her groundcloth. 
Judiciously, Debbie selected another site 
on the other side of the camp. 

Still, because it was a magnifi- 
cently clear night, no one put up their 
tents. That night around the fire, just be- 
fore we turned in, I reminded everyone 
that desert rattlesnakes hunt in the dark, 
and that they are equipped with exquisite 
heat sensors that lead them to their prey. 

Everyone tried to act uncon- 
cerned, but the next morning several of 
them looked like they had gotten about as 
much rest as1 had on thenight I spentwith 
Whitie. It's true, revenge is a dish best 
served cold. 

That morning we negotiated 

some of the most interesting rapids on the 
Middle Fork before reaching the 
confluence with the Main Salmon. Sadly, 
within an hour, we were at the takeout. 

As I watched Big Al, and Ricky 
and Mike Mayfield and Jennie unloading 
the rafts I realized what a diverse group 
Richie hadbrought together. Yet Icouldn't 
think of a better bunch to spend a week 
with. 

Now, when1 thinkback on all the 
river trips I have made in the past ten 
years, I remember those days on the Middle 
Fork as special. Not the most challenging 
and not the most exciting, but certainly 
among the most pleasant. I found out it 
really is possible to have a superb time 
without pumpingadrenalin, provided you 
are on the right river with the right people. 
I definitely had been. 

A lot could be said for Floatin' 
and Bloatin' with Richie. 

But maybe Big Al said it best. 
It's cool. 



"Becuss uf you, Heinrich ... 11 

So I had to get away from whitewater. I had to go someplace where 
suddenly throwing my boat up on the truck and racing at 
breakneck speed to the nearest put-in was not an  option. 

I went to the Grand Canyon. 

Photos by Dennis Ahern 



The Friends of the River group is dwarfed by Redwall Cavern where an eddy of the Colorado River has carved a vast chamber. 

I was already 28 years old when I 
first slipped into a kayak. 

It was an old Phoenix Cascade, I 
recall, on aclassI section of Pennsylvania's 
Clarion River. The damn thing wouldn't 
go in a straight line and flipped repeatedly 
for no reason whatsoever. I swam a total of 
17 times. 

Before that fateful day, I was just 
your basic small-town Pennsylvania boy. 
Life was simple-yet varied-and followed 
the cyclic rhythm of the seasons. 

In the spring1 staked brook trout, 
casting 4pound test through tangles of 
mountain laurel into crystal pools of tum- 
bling brooks. Or I chased lusty gobblers, 
crashing through the still-dark woods to 
gain a favorable positionbefore the turkey 
came off roost. 

Summers meant town-league 
softball, played with the ferocity of aTong 
war. French fries and fireworks at the 
Fireman's Carnival or riding in the back of 
a pickup over ten miles of dirt road for 
draft beer and hamburgers (blended with 
poached venison) at a backwoods bar. 

By CHRIS KOLL 

And then there was autumn- 
hardwoods ablaze in yellows and reds; 
grouse hunting behind a white dog; col- 
lege football on Saturday afternoons and 
scouting for deer. 

It seems now that there was so 
much to do-and even more remarkably- 
the time to do it. 

That all stopped when I started 
kayaking. 

I bought my first boat soon after 
that disastrous day on the Clarion. My 
rilles, fishing poles and softball gear lan- 
guished in the closet while I started the 
mindless pursuit of whitewater profi- 
ciency. 

No sooner than I had negotiated 
class I1 rivers there were class I11 streams 
beckoning. And when class I11 grew famil- 
iar there was always runs of increasing 
difficulty to challenge. 

Even after I was satisfied with my 
level of ability, there was always new riv- 
ers or old runs at different levels that I just 
had to get on. Whitewater was an obses- 

sion. Life was a frantic race to get on the 
water. 

For 10 years, from March until 
December, every weekend was the same. 
Speeding through the hills of West Vir- 
ginia on mist-shrouded spring mornings. 
Bumpy rides down rocky roads in search 
of put-ins. Chasing rumors of water over 
thenext ridge after summer thundershow- 
ers. 

Whitewater had become a 
lifestyle disorder. Like eating meat at ev- 
ery meal. Or drinking four Diet Cokes 
before ten in the morning. A cigar after 
dinner. After a while, you don'teven think 
that passing up a friend's wedding or a 
relative's graduation in order to catch the 
Moose at six feet is abnormal-you just do 
it. 

So I had to get away from 
whitewater. I had to go someplace where 
suddenly throwing my boat up on the 
truck and racing at breakneck speed to the 
nearest put-in was not an option. 

I went to the Grand Canyon. 



Let me explain. It is possible for a 
whitewater addict to boat the Grand Can- 
yon without suffering withdrawal symp- 
toms. 

For example, a Colorado River 
boatman related the following anecdote 
regarding a raft-supported kayak canyon 
trip chartered by a group of thirty Ger- 
mans from the Alpine Kayak Club. 

Well, it wasn't exactly a raft ... at 
least not how Easterners picture a raft. It 
was a 20-foot pontoon rig powered by an 
outboard motor. The Germans would run 
a rapid-more than once if it was rated 
better than afive-then immediately tie up 
behind the motor-rig. Then the boatman 
would cruise at top speed through the 
flatwater with the Germans hanging on 
for dear life until they reached the top of 
the next drop. 

This process went on for 179 miles 
before culminating at LavaFalls. Here one 
intrepid German ran Lava endlessly until 
he was forced to chase a boat downstream 
after a swim by of his countryman. 

The German was incensed. Con- 
fronting the swimmer, he shouted: 

"Becuss uf you, Heinrich, I vass 
unly able to run Laffa fifty-seven times!" 

"Becussuf you, Heinrich ..." That 
was exactly the kind of attitude I was 
trying to escape. 

But there didn't figure to be any 
Teutonic types on my Grand Canyon trip- 
-at least except for me. I figured this would 
be a pleasant diversion from the frantic 
boat-until-youdrop nightmare my world 
had become. 

I was right. 

Friends of the River is a West 
Coast river conservation organization sort 
of like the AWA except it represents a 
broader constituency that advocates all 
free-flowing water...not just the kind with 
heavyduty gradient. 

And in conjunction with a num- 
ber of progressive Westernoutfitters, FOR 
has developed an ingenious fundraising 
program: it organizes whitewater excur- 
sions on Western rivers from within its 
membership. In return, the outfitter who 
charters the trip contributes a portion of 
the proceeds back to FOR. Everyone's a 
winner. 

Lee Miller first experienced the 
Grand Canyon during a FOR raft-sup- 
ported kayak trip several years ago and 
since then she has reserved two weeks 
every season to guarantee time on the 
Colorado. 

In fact, the last several seasons, 

Mark at play in the middle 

she's helped lead FOR kayak trips through 
the Canyon. 

I'm still not sure why Lee called 
me to ask i f  I'd like to help her run safety 
for an October FOR 14day trip. She 
couldn't have known that, deep down, I 
needed two weeks away from whitewater. 

Of course, being from California, 
Lee would probably claim that it was 
karma, or some sort of other metaphysical 
nonsense. But in reality, I figured she just 
wanted a token Eastern boater to balance 
thenormal contingent from theWest Coast. 

Whatever the reason, I wasn't in 
a position to refuse. I needed a break. 

' a mellow hydraulic. 

Shuttles in West Virginia are sel- 
dom soothing. 

Usually you're trying to negoti- 
ate a twisting mountain road while sirnul- 
taneously reading obscure directions from 
a guide book while all the while anticipat- 
ing an out-ofcontrol coal truck to come 
careening around a corner. 

So it was an unexpected pleasure 
to stretch out in the reclining seat of a 
chartered SceniCruiser, beer in hand, 
watching through the window as South- 
western vistas unfolded in hues of brown 
and red. 

Our gang had met in Las Vegas. 

The author, caught in an unflatteringpose, as he prepares to punch a hydraulic. 
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Ed Kiesa gapes open-mouthed at the hole in the middle of 21 Mile Rapid. 

There was Dave and Linda-two boaters 
from Alaska-and their friends Randy and 
Patty who had come along to ride the rafts. 
Similarly, Lee had brought fellow Califor- 
nians Dennis and Kirsten to ride rubber. 

Also from California were boat- 
ers Mark and Jim and Jim's wife Robin 
who preferred to experience the Canyon 
from a seat in an inflatable. 

The rest of the rafts were to be 
filled by Carol and Karen from Texas and 
Morica from Switzerland. 

And finally, thank God-there 
was Ed, another Eastern boater. I had 
figured Ed would be my lifeline in a sea of 
western weirdness, but looking around 
the bus, I wasn't so sure. Everybody ap- 
peared surprisingly normal-at least as 
normal as river people ever look. 

Sure, the coolers were loaded 
with an many fruit seltzers as Budweisers. 
And some of the people in the back were 
gnawing on applecinnamon rice cakes, 
but all-in-all it seemed like a pretty good 
bunch. 

But I should have known from 
the start. This wasn't your basic bus of 
tourists from Milwaukee. Everyone on the 

trip was presorted, as it were, by virtue of 
membership in FOR. Whiners and com- 
plainers need not apply. 

Still, therewasadifference. Cram 
a load of whitewater diehards into a bus 
and you'd have acontinual barrageof one- 
upmanship. Tales of death runs on the 
Green, high water on the Watauga, newly 
discovered creeks at better than 200 feet- 
per-mile. Plenty of "Becuss uf you, 
Heinrich ..." 

But on this bus, the typical 
whitewater joustingwas absent. There was 
little talk of rapids to come. Everyone was 
too occupied gawking out the window. 

To be honest, I couldn't figure 
what they were staring at. My first impres- 
sion of the Southwest was that it must 
haveserved as the testing ground for Agent 
Orange. I thought I was trapped in the 
world's largest strip mine. 

But as the bus rolled uphill from 
Vegas (and the beers rolled downward) 
even I was able to relax and, for the first 
time in vears. savor the moment. Our bus 
cut thrAgh the narrow cleft carved by the 
Virgin River, skirted the spectacular Zion 

National Park and climbed back into the 
pine forest atop the plateau of the Kaibob 
National Forest. 

By the time we approached Lees 
Ferry, the sun had slipped into the West 
painting the escarpment known as the 
Vermilion Cliffs in shades of scarlet and 
red. My first day without whitewater was 
done. I had no regrets. 

Our first day on the river, how- 
ever, started suspiciously like any other 
paddling trip. There wereboats to load for 
the two-rnile shuttle to the launch site. 
There were drybags to stuff, gear to collect 
and equipment to sort. 

And the scene at the launch ramp 
was practically as hectic as a Gauley put- 
in. Motorized fishing boats tooled up the 
Colorado's emerald water toward Glen 
Canyon Dam in search of trophy trout. 
Rafters from a pair of private trips milled 
about in last minute preparationunder the 
watchful eye of a pair of National Park 
rangers. And boatmen from three outfit- 
ters organized their groupswith practiced 
efficiency. 

With everyone hustling to get on 



the river, I was half afraid this excursion 
would quickly disintegrate into 
whitewater madnessbefore it started. The 
classic safety talk. Water battles in the first 
eddy. "When do we get to the first class 
V?" 

But instead of launching into a 
Vaudevillian introduction, our headboat- 
man simply kicked the tubesof the nearest 
raft and -Lid: 

"You kayakers try not to get too 
far out in front. You might miss a camp- 
site. I know it sounds fumy, but if you 
have to pee, be sure you go in the river or 
the wet sand. Same when you stop for 
lunch. Let your crumbs fall in the water. 
Keeps everything clean. O.K.? Well, let's 
go." 

And we were off. 

Looking back on the ensuing two 
weeks, it's difficult to recount specific 
events on the river. I'm not usually like 
that. I recall certain high water days on the 
Big Sandy where I remember every move. 
But somehow the two weeks kind of 
slipped by. 

The days were wonderfully simi- 
lar. I'd wake slowly in the gray of the 
morning, roused by the clanging of the 
coffee pot as a n  unlucky boatman fulfilled 
breakfast duty. The mornings were cool in 
October, and I'd linger under my sleeping 
bag, listening to the desert wrens and 
watching the sky brighten to blue. 

After an hour, people around the 
camp would start to stir, filtering down to 
the beach from behind the clumps of tama- 
rack where they'd pitched their tents or 
simply thrown down a sleeping pad. The 
sand spits where we camped were spread 
against the canyon walls and shadowed 
until nine in the morning, but by the time 
breakfast had ended, the sun would have 
already layered a band of red across the 
top of the cliffs. And by the time all the 
gear had been packed and loaded back on 
the rafts. the sun had reached the water 
and the air was warm. 

Every day continued like it 
started. Bright sun on our backs in the 
morning and in our faces during the after- 
noon. There was acloud one day, but I was 
ahead of the group when I saw it. By the 
time they had rounded the bend so I could 
point it out to them, it was gone. 

I've passed through some of the 
most breathtakingly beautiful places in 
the East while boating: the Taureau sec- 
tion of Quebec's Jacques Cartier; New 
York's Bottom Moose; West Virginia's Big 

Lee Miller shares a moment with some of the FOR crew. 

Sandy, Blackwater and Glade Creek. The 
problem was-I never seemed to notice the 
scenery until I was eating lunch on shore 
or shouldering my boat around an 
unrunnable drop. 

Once on the water, the scenery 
always took a back seat to the rapids. 
Whilemy attentionwas riveted to hydrau- 
lics, boulder sieves or undercuts, natural 
wonders passed by unnoticed. 

But it was impossible to ignore 
the Grand Canyon. Every mile produced 
more sheer granite walls, more side creeks 
tumbling into the gorge, more caves and 
passages sculpted from rock. 

Consequently, a lot of good 
whitewater passed under my hull while I 
gawked and stared at the sights. 

But there were some days when 
the rapids were impossible to ignore-even 
when surrounded by the majesty of the 
Canyon. The sixth and seventh days were 
cases in point. 

According to my guide book, we 
passed through Unkar, Hance, 
Sockdologer and Grapevine rapids and a 
bevy of smaller drops and riffles on day 
six. 

And after a stop at the Phantom 
Ranch the next morning, we tackled Horn 



An afternoon frolicking in the mudflats below the Lower Colorado (top) was followed b) 
an evening celebration with Ed Kiesa dispensing Paddler's Punch (bottom). 

Creek, Granite and Hermit. 
But looking back, I'm hard 

pressed to describe the whitewater por- 
tion of those rapids-some of the most 
sigruficant drops of the river. Instead, I 
recall the dark, glassy waves of Grapevine 
rising 10 feet high between the dark gorge 
walls at twilight ... or thewhiteof the waves 
ricochetting from the red walls at 
Granite.. .and the open expansiveness of 
Hermit where the river rolled downstream 
almost out of sight in a field of undulating 
water. 

Back East river guidebooks often 
rate the quality of whitewater found in a 

given run, then include as a footnote i 

second ratingfor the aesthetics of the scen 
ery . 

But the two conditions seemed tc 
blend together.Therapidswerepart of tht 
scenery and vice-versa. It seemed ridicu 
lous to judge them separately. 

So I stopped trying. 

"Becuss uf you, Heinrich ..." Ac 
tually, that could describe a lot of the 
people I paddle with back East. 

They're ... I mean we're ... kind o 
possessed. 

It isn't like we're ... snobs. I mean 

we paddle with people we don't know ...if 
they have the right kind of boat, and if 
we've seen'embefore on theupper Yough 
or the Gauley. 

And we don't even mind if a 
person swims. Heck, welike it. Givesus an 
opportunity for somegood-natured abuse. 
Just so long as it doesn't happen very 
often. 

But in reality, I can't remember 
the last time I boated with a novice pad- 
dler. It's a situation I'm not real proud of. 
You get used to boating certain rivers at 
certain levels with certain people ... 

And we get pretty picky where 
and when we choose to boat. Not only 
does a river have to be class IV or above- 
but therebetter be plenty of water, mister! 

We didn't thinkin those terms on 
the Colorado. 

First of all, there was the matter 
of those Western ratings. Or rather, the 
Grand Canyon ratings-the only place in 
the world where rapids are graded from 1 
to 10. 

I wondered if there was some 
formula to convert the unfamiliar system 
to a normal way of judging rapids. Maybe 
add 2 then halve the total. Take the square 
root and add pi. But after a day or two, we 
stopped even trying. 

Oh, we'd try to keep track of our 
position, tracking our progress on 
Belknap'swaterproof guidebooks. And we 
could anticipate an approaching rapids by 
breaks in the canyon walls where side 
creeks had flushed obstructions into the 
river. 
But unless a boatman was handy, we were 
never quite sure what awaited us. 

It usually didn't matter. The rap- 
ids ran deep and clean-long series of steep 
waves sweeping down the center of the 
river. From the crest of the waves, you 
could occasionally see a tell-tale line of 
froth that spoke of an approaching hole, 
but despite the size and power of the wa- 
ter, the rapids seemed more enjoyable than 
intimidating. 

Which was appropriate because 
our group was a delightful mix of experi- 
ence. Lee, Mark andEd werealready strong 
boaters who reveled in the drops from the 
start. Dave and Jim were enthusiastic in- 
termediates who lacked confidence for the 
first several days, but were flashing down 
rapids with the best of us by the end of the 
first week. Even Linda, who professed 
from the start to be unsure of her abilities, 
ended up boating much of the river and 
looking good in the process. 

Even the rubber riders got into 
the act, taking turnsin aninflatable duckie 



through many of the rapids. And Dennis 
and Kirsten proved to be real troopers, 
sliding into a hardboat for the first time. 

Sure, experimenting in boats re- 
sulted in some swims, but it didn't seem to 
matter. We'd just haul em' to shore--or 
finish the rapid with a passenger perched 
on the back deck of our boats. 

Since the rafters were open 
minded about trying kayaking. Who were 
we not to periodically board an inflatable 
(especially during flat sections when beer 
was available)? Morica and Randy fre- 
quently relieved the boatmen at the oars 
while Ed-who had previous oar-rig expe- 
rience-piloted a raft through several rap- 
ids. 

Ed and I even spent an afternoon 
in the two-man Duckie, cruising through 
several easy sets before pulling to shore 
just above Dubendorff. 

The rafts and other kayaks had 
gathered below to watch the show. 
Belknap's claimed that Dubendorff was 
between a 5 and 8 and I was still trying to 
figure the square root before adding pi 
when our little inflatable slid down the 
smooth tongueon theleft and into the first 
set of waves. 

We bounced off the second wave 
and eddied on the right. Over our shoul- 
ders, we could see an ominous hole wait- 
ing below. Our options were to ignomini- 
ously sneak down the far left or attempt to 
ferry across the wave train just above the 
heart of the hydraulic ... 

Wemade themove. And wewere 
already whooping it up coasting through 
the run-out left when we tumbled into a 
final unseen hole. We high-sided, but to 
no avail, and finished Dubendorff bump- 
ing our butts over the rocks on the right 
shore. 

Now who would have thought 
one of the rapids remembered best-from 
the smooth ferry to the laughter as we 
skinned our butts-was a drop in aduckie. 

Ed and I safety boat for a raft 
company inNew York. We hangout week- 
ends with a lot of people who commer- 
cially pilot rafts. 

So I figured we'd fit in right away 
with the five boatmen from Moki Mac 
Expeditions who were in charge of 
shepherding our little group down the 
river. Esprit d' Corps and all that. 

I was mistaken. At first I thought 
the Canyon boatmen were a little, well, 
aloof. But after a few days, I realized that 
theywere simply different from the guides 
of my acquaintance. 

Youcan tellalot about thenature 

of the Eastern guides by examining some 
of their nicknames. I know a Psycho, 
Johnny Abnormal, "Make 'em Swim" 
Mike, Manchild, Bob Berserkowitz, 
Bugzy ... 

Not surprisingly, there's nothing 
laid-back about the Eastern whitewater 
experience. During a typical five-hour day 
trip, the guide remains center stage 
throughout, using every second of his lim- 
ited time to make a lasting impression. 
Consequently, many guides take on a 
manic persona that borrows equally from 
Geraldo, the"Patho1ogical Liar" character 
from SNL and Charlie Manson. 

When you only have five hours 
on the water, there's no- time for drifting, 
fer Chrissakes. Every available minute 
better be taken up with rapids, water 
battles, outrageou

s
jokes or preposterous 

lies. A lot of "Becuss uf you, Heinrich ..." 
Many of the guides I know get 

caught up with the image. Hell, I do, too. 
You can't turn it off just by shucking the 
final boat onto the trailer. 

So the same spirit of weirdness 
often spills over into the night: spawning 
on barroom floors, slam-dancing and loud 
communal bonding. 

In anticipation of similar raucous 
behavior around acampfire on the floor of 
the Canyon, I stowed aconsiderable quan- 
tity of a favorite Adirondack libation-a 
powerful concoction known simply as 
"Paddler's Punch" that's downed in quick 
shots. 

I figured, even if the good folks 
from FOR wouldn't partake in Paddlers. 
the boatmen would ;rove thirsty. 

But the punch lay buried in my 
duffle for five days. 

With 14daysbetweenput-in and 
take-out, theboatmen do everything slow. 
They don't go after the quick punch line, 
the easy laugh or the one-liner, but pre- 
ferred to draw out the experience. 

- 

' 

They even talked slowly. I'd ask 
our lead boatman Matt a question, and 
he'd lookup from the book he'd havebeen 
reading to the people on his raft, contem- 
plate for a moment then reply: 

"Wellll (pause) that's Esplanade 
Sandstone, down there." 

The accent and the slow pace 
drove me crazy at first, but after three days 
I'd catch myself saying: 

"Well, I'm goin' to go surf that 
wave, down there." 

Theotherboatmen, Tom, J.P., J.R. 
and Dirk were similarly subdued. Each 
possessed a sharp, quirky sense of humor, 
but they preferred to play off the people, 

contributing to the interaction rather than 
dominating it. 

Naturally, the folks from Califor- 
nia reveled in the laid-back atmosphere. 
But I confess it tookme a while to appreci- 
ate its value. 

At night we'd gather around a 
blaze of driftwood built in the firebox and 
listen to Matt read stories by Patrick 
McManus, recite river poems or recount 
the legends of the Anasazi, the first resi- 
dents of the Canyonlands. Matt's slow 
rhythm would often lull me to sleep, but it 
didn't matter, because I'd wake up before 
he got to the punch line. 

And after the fire had burned 
down to embers, I'd hunker down in my 
sleeping bag and listen to the boatmen 
quietly celebrate the end of another long 
day. They'd cluster down on the rafts, 
drifting on anchor, take a long pull from a 
bottle of Bourbon, then blow across the 
top of the neck. 

The resonant sound would echo 
up the Canyon walls and the last thing I'd 
hear before falling asleep would be Matt 
saying: 

"Well (pause) nice tone, there, 
Tom." 

The punch came out of the duffle 
the night after we'd passed the Little Colo- 
rado. &fore then i t  seemed out of place, 
but we'd stopped at the mudflats where 
the silt laden tributary meets the slower 
water of the big river and deposits its 
sediment in a thick layer of muck. 

I anticipated what was coming 
and maneuvered my kayak out of range 
during the ensuing mud-wrestling cham- 
pionships. But Kirsten outwitted me. I 
thought I had escaped when we arrived at 
our campsite a few miles downstream, but 
she had-preserved an ample quantity of 
the sludge in the bottom of a bail bucket 
and slopped the load over my head. 

One display of childish behavior, 
I reasoned, deserves another. It was time 
for the punch. 

To my surprise, with sufficient 
lubricant, theWesternboatmencould hold 
their ownwith the best from theEast when 
it came to outrageous lies and preposter- 
ous jokes. Well, almost ... 

And the FOR crowd could shed 
the mellowness and prove as raucous as 
the best-or worst-of the East. 

It goes to show that River People 
know no geographical boundaries. 

In all fairness, I should admit that 
the following night the boatmen invited 
me to share in their Bourbon. But try as I 
might, I couldn't produce that resonant 



sound. 
It was my only disappointment 

of the trip. 

"Becuss uf you, Heinrich ..." Af- 
ter 12 days on the river, you'd think I'd 
have purged that nasty virusof whitewater 
extremism from my system. 

But as we surveyed Lava Falls 
from arocky overlookhigh above the river 
on the right, I suffered a relapse. 

The river was in a low cycle, but 
even at 5,000 cfs, the route through the 
center right of thechannelwasmined with 
intimidating waves that surged up before 
breaking into piles of foam. 

I scrambled back to my boat, 
quickly tucked in my sprayskirt, and 
paddled out onto the glassy tongue lead- 
ing into the heart of the drop. 

As my boat rose high over the 
crest of the opening wave, I pivoted to the 
left to miss an apparent hole, then cruised 
back to the right, surfing across the run- 
out waves to eddy behind a house-sized 
boulder in position to spot the rest of the 
Party. 

I know I ought to have stayed 
there. But this wasLaffa, and I couldn't see 
anyone else coming. I'd have time, I rea- 
soned, to ferry over to the left, drag my 
boat over the rocks and run the drop again. 

So I did. But midway through the 
portage, I glimpsed a flash of yellow as 
Mark's Infinity crashed through the lead 
waves. 

I wasn't really worried about 
Mark's safety as I raced across the remain- 
ing rocks and launched my boat. He was a 
fine paddler, I figured, andcertainlywould 
experience no difficulty. But still I felt 
deeply embarrassed-I wasn't where I was 
supposed to be. 

Seconds later, I felt even more 
humiliated. For my second run through 
Lava, I chose aroute further left and failed 

P to identify alow breaking wave for what it 
really was-a lightly covered pourover 
rock 

My boat plunged over the lip and 
penciled straight down over the far side 
with my bow lodging beneath a down- 
stream rock. Water poured over my back 
as I sat there, firmly pinned. My skirt 
popped and my boat filled with water 
before I was finally able to rock sideways 
and dislodge my kayak. 

Lee didn't say anything as I 
paddled over to the eddy-she only glared. 
But her look spoke volumes. 

Tom theboatman was less merci- 
ful: 

"1 guess this proves you're a 

Boat people--it's a way of life whether you're from the East or West 

heckuva kayaker ... Y ou're probably the first 
kayaker in history to pin himself in Lava." 

Ijust ruefully shookmy head and 
examined the nose of my Reflex. The front 
three inches of the boat had been bend 
upward at a 90 degree angle with a long 
half-moon smile sliced through the hull. 

The smile seemed to be laughing 
and saying-"Becuss uf you ..." 

Maybe I finally learned my les- 
sonat Lava, but thelast twodaysof thetrip 
where two of the most enjoyable. 

There weren't any more major 
drops-but there were plenty of smaller 
rapidswithsmooth wavesperfect for surf- 
ing. My newly customized Reflex was 
suited for the task, its upturned nose less 
likely to dive, and I soon claimed that I had 
pinned it on purpose. 

Everyone took turns in the kay- 
aks or the ducky or manning the oars and 
the long days passed too quickly. 

But it wasn't until the last night 
that I realized how truly fortunate I was- 
not just to be in the Grand Canyon, but to 
be sharing the experience with a remark- 
able group of people. 

The last night we camped at Sepa- 
ration Canyon-the point where the river 
diminishes into the backwaters of Lake 
Mead. The next day a 60-foot powerboat 
would carry us to the takeout at Pearce 
Ferry. 

We shared the site with another 
group of rafters waiting for the ride. They 
were a friendly bunch of Rotarian types 

and their wives on a sixday tour from 
Milwaukee. Camped side by side-we re- 
alized that our group was speci al... or at 
least a little different. 

Maybe the Rotarian types simply 
hadn't sufficient time to surrender them- 
selves to the experience, but they clung to 
trappings of normalcy, pitchingtheir tents 
as neatly as if they were doing an over- 
night in theneighborhoodKOA, discreetly 
washing and grooming out of sight before 
trooping down for dinner in fresh shirts 
and shorts. 

Our people were barbarians by 
comparison, throwing our sleeping pads 
down under the stars at the first conve- 
nient dune, stripping buck naked to bathe 
in the river and then donning the same 
river shorts that had survived the previ- 
ous two weeks. After 14 days, be- 
havior was dictated by what was easy, 
comfortable or natural. 

But after we spotted two of the 
older gents, hiding behind some bushes, 
watching k and Kirsten bathe in the 
river, I feltalittlesorry for the other group. 
Maybe they should spend more timein the 
Canyon. Or join FOR. 

I think I'd like to do both. 



Epic swim results in spectacular rescue 
By DIANE OLIVER 

Epic swim? Hardly. Epic rescue? 
Definitely! 

It was a warm July day in 1989, 
the day of the first Jeff Snyder squirt clinic 
in Maine. The black flies had given up 
their strafing along the Kennebec Gorge, 
replaced by mosquitoes and horse flies. 

We had 5,000 cfs of pond-heated 
river water surging through the tubes of 
Harris Station, all of the rafts were out of 
sight and we were ready to continue our 
learning experience. It was all fun stuff - 
no death-defying power moves, just six 
miles of big waves, diagonals and power- 
ful eddy lines. There's a few big holes, but 
only one (Maytag) that would put you in 
the spin cycle for very long. 

I've run this river a lot, and I feel 
like I know it intimately. In my first two 
years of boating, I swam at least five or six 
times. The first time I was convinced that 

Diane Oliver paddling in her squirt boat--this time she stays in her boat. 

SAVE THE RIVERS 
RAFFLE 

MILLBROOK BOATS is conducting a raffle to help the 
AWA in protecting our rivers. Proceeds go to the AWA 
RIVER DEFENSE FUND. 

1 ST PRIZE--Any 13' or 15' canoe made by 
MILLBROOK BOATS. $750 to $850. 
2ND PRIZE--Esoteric squirt stick from FINE LINE 
PADDLES. Snyder design. Built by David Gatz. Value 
$245. 
3RD PRIZE--A two-day canoe or kayak instructional 
clinic from the OUTDOOR CENTRE OF NEW ENG- 
LAND. Value $200. 
4TH PRIZE--A $100 gift certificate from the COUNTRY 
CANOEIST good towards merchandise or instruction. 
FIVE 5TH PRIZES--A one-year AWA membership. 
Value $20. 

I *Does not indude shipping or custom work. 

Drawing will be held at the Farmington Slalom on Oct. 
20,1991. You need not be present to win. 

RAFFLE TICKETS are $3 each, 4 for $1 0, 10 for $20 
Make checks pavable to JOHN KAZIMIERCNK. 49 
Lufkin Rd., Weare, NH 03281 



I would drown; boy those waves look big 
when your head is at water level! But each 
successive swim was less and less scary 
and after a while it almost became fun, 
except for my inconvenienced paddling 
buddies who had to forgo a favorite surf to 
help haul my derriere and gear to an eddy. 

But now its the summer of 1989, 
and I'm pretty cool cruising down the 
Kennebec Gorge - upright. Pedestrians 
in rafts and even the raft guides marvel at 
this petite woman in a flashy Vampire. I'm 
confident, but when it comes to signing up 
for a squirt clinic, I know I'm outclassed. 
My paddling buddies who have pushed 
me from thestart now alternatelytwist my 
arm and tell me that I wouldn't be the class 
nerd, even though I am the only boater 
without a double-ended squirt boat and 
my boat is cut way big for my 105 pounds. 
Besides, they said, it would be great fun 
just to watch Jeff Snyder do his stuff. 

I succumb to peer pressure once 
again and find myself at the clinic. After 
two hours of flatwater work, I discover I 
can't sinkmy stern one millimeter. But Jeff 
is encouraged - he thinks I can stern 
squirt in the strong eddy lines down inside 
the Kennebec Gorge. 

Sure enough, the first eddy 
brings paydirt - the massive Vampire 
bow rises over my head, temporarily block- 
ing out the sun. Encouraged by my class- 
mates, I try again and again, standing it 
straight up a few more times, a giant ice- 
berg emerging from the eddy line. 

Now I'm psyched, and the best 
part of the gorge run is right around the 
next bend. I volunteered to lead another 
lady paddler in the class down the slickest 
route through Big Mama - one of the 
biggest crashing waves on the river. We 
would then stick together as we screamed 
down the Alley Way, the busiest and fast- 
est stretch of the run. 

I peeled out, set up my angle of 
attach, and started cruising through Big 
Mama like I've always done. I flipped - 
which is usually no big deal, but after five 
attempts at a roll, I still wasn't coming up 
- I'm still not sure why. Out of air, I 
yanked the shock cord free, the river 
yanked me free of the boat, and I was once 
again swimming the Kennebec Gorge. 

I remember trying to swim and 
push my half full Vampire towards shore 
in hopes of finding an eddy. As I washed 
past yet another eddy, I heard my friend 

John yell, "Diane, let go of your boat, let go 
of your boat!" I didn't think this wasawise 
move at the time, but I trust his judgment 
and loosen my grip on the grab loop. 

Just river debris now, I remerge 
from the backside of a hole next to the 
razor thin edge of Jeff Snyder's T-Bird. I 
hear Jeff calmly urge me to get on his boat. 
Right. So I head for the stern. No, Diane, 
get on the front and face me. I'm going to 
question Jeff Snyder? So I scramble to the 
bow and straddle it, staying low and hold- 
ing on around his waist. 

There we were, face to face, a 
smile on his, an "oh no not again" look on 
mine. We were heading right for a big 
hole. I frantically point out the large gap- 
ing jaws of death, but Jeff assured me that 
we were cool. We plunged deep into the 
hole, reemerging some secondslater. Spin- 
ning around, Jeff then back waddled to 
shore. 

His boat was now almost com- 
pletely submerged, the stern cutting the 
air, thebow slicing back and forth through 
the current. I never even saw the paddle 
strokes. Jeff deposited me on shore, my 
boat and gear nowhere in sight. Instead of 
please turn to page 46 
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Redemption on the Russell Fork 
By JOE GREINER 

This was my first time. Large 
boulders obscured our downstreamview. 

"What's next, Roger?" 
"Not sure. But remember, we 

want to get out and look at Triple Drop. 
The top drop can be tricky." 

We entered the Boulder Garden, 
me second, and a moment later I flipped 
on a rock. I rolled up and found myself 
being drawn backwards down the next 
pitch. I hit another rock and flipped again 
and rolled upright again. 

I was still pointing upstream. 1 
spun theboat toseewhere1 wasand where 
Roger was. What I found was a river-wide 
horizon line staring me right in the face - 

and coming fast. 
I did the best I could. I paddled 

as hard as I could and punched the hole 
HARD!!!It reacted just as  quickly and 
grabbed hold. I was in the maw of the top 
hole of Triple Drop. 

I surfed. It held. I rocked. It held. 
Finally, I made onelast effort and 

wasalmost out. I reached deep and grabbed 
some green water. I flipped, but I could 
feel that I was free. 

I rolled up. Something smashed 
me down again. HARD!!! I was acceler- 
ating. Towards what, only God knew, 
since I had no idea what the rapid looked 
like or how long or how steepit was. I was 
almost out of air. I bailed out and felt the 
acceleration continue. 

Now I was flat on my back, feet 
downstream, hands over my head and 
really moving fast. I opened my eyes and 
thought I could see the surface. Was I 

continued from page 45 
scrambling up forty feet of green slate, I 
opted to swim. 

This time there's no panic. Hey, 
I'm in my element! I finally caught up my 
gear a mile below Big Mama at Cathedral 
Eddy. 

I was in awe. How did Jeff do 
that? I thought you couldn't rescue any- 
one in a squirt boat. I was so impressed 
with his rescue that I didn't even mind 
being the class nerd. 

P.S. I swam twice in the 1990 Jeff 
Snyder Squirt Clinic in my new, tiny T- 
Bird, still the class nerd, but still trying . - 

hard .... 
Editors Nofe: Diane Oliver lives in Maine and 
is nof a nerd. Period. 

moving or was I being held underwater 
while the river recirculated around me, 
giving the illusion of motion? 

Now I was out of air. The accel- 
erationstopped and I could feelbuoyancy. 
One strong kick and OXYGEN! 

There was a pool in front of me. 
I swam to river right and pulled myself 
out, breathing the sweetest air I have ever 
known. In the middle of the pool I could 
see my boat, upright, partially swamped, 
one airbag adrift, and my paddle, slowly 
heading downstream. 

I looked back upstream and 
found Roger on the opposite shore, anx- 
iously looking at my boat and trying to 
find a sign of me. I yelled to him and when 
he saw me, I gave him a thumbs up. 

I started downstream after my 
boat and gear, while the rest of the group 
ran the rapid. Through luck and good 
effort, the group and I recovered every- 
thing but my paddle. After a brief discus- 
sion, I walked out. 

I discovered that day that there 
are six distinct emotional stages to every 
swim. 

1.Intense concentration, coupled 
with a narrow focus and slowing down of 
events. Later, a non-paddling spectator on 
the shore told me that he had seen the 
swim. He claims to have counted from 
one thousand one to one thousand and 
eleven before I popped up in the pool 
below the last drop. 

To me, it seemed like 
eleven times eleven seconds that I was 
under water. 

2. Incredible relief and joy at 
being delivered from the jaws of the mon- 
ster. 

3. Thankfulness. I suspect that 

Lazarus was no more deeply affected than 
anyone who has just escaped a lung-bust- 
ing swim. The first and second stage are 
usually brief. This third stage lasts a little 
longer. It was in that stage that I started to 
walk out. 

4. Extreme embarrassment. I 
became so embarrassed that I didn't even 
stop to walk down and look at the rapid. I 
didn't want to answer any questions. I left 
the river behind that day and I still didn't 
know what Triple Drop looked like. 

Embarrassment is helped only 
somewhat by hearing about other similar 
experiences. Roger had done almost the 
same thing at Triple Drop the year before, 
lost his glasses,and also walked out. 

5. Anger. Anger at the rapid for 
doing the mugging and anger at oneself 
for allowing the mugging to happen. 
Through theanger Icould hear John Wayne 
sayingUPilgrim, ya got to get back up on 
that horse that threw ya!" 

6. Redemption. The swim hap- 
pened on November 1,1986. Almost two 
years to the day later, I returned and ran 
the river. 

Elvis Presley keepsbeing sighted. 
I keep hearing from John Wayne. After my 
redemptive run in 1988, on the way home,in 
atruckstopin West Virginia, I spotted him 
again. I bought him a cup of coffee and 
told him the story. 

"Wel1,Duke. How about that? I 
got back up and rode it again." 

He sipped his coffee and studied 
me and smiled. 

"Yeah, Pilgrim, not bad. But it 
took ya long enough!! Two years!" 

So next time youtake abad swim, 
remember the ~ u k e :  After the anger 
wears off, get back up and ride it again. 

GET READY FOR THE CANOE SEASON 
WITH ADK CANOE GUIDES u 

0 Adirondack Canoe Waters - North Flow 
More than 700 miles of canoe routes in the St. Lawrence/ 
Lake Champlain drainage basins, and more than 30 rivers 
in the north and central Adirondack Park. 

0 Adirondack Canoe Waters - South 81 West Flow 
Covering the Black River, Mohawk River, and Upper 
Hudson River basins. A must for whitewater paddlers. 

I 

To order, call the Adirondack Mountain Club (51 8) 668-4447 
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED .,~ 



I t's the year 2004. You have 
been enjoying a marvelous 
whitewater adventure on 
the gorgeous Laurel Fork of 

the Cheat. Suddenly, the pristine, 
laurel-choked forest gives way to 
scrub and mud flats. You turn  a 
bend and you are confronted with 
a monstrous earthen dam, over 
two football fields wide and as high 
as a 12-story building! (The dam is 
kept without a reservoir most of the 
time to be able to absorb flood water.) 
Fences and buoys block your path 
and you face a bone-crunching half 
mile portage up the mud flats and 
over the crest of the dam. 

Dam advocates want to build 
five of these boondoggles in the 
upper Cheat  watershed. They 
would justify this proposal by in- 
voking the fear engendered by the 
Great Flood of 1985. Only one 
catch: t h e  dams would protect 
downstream communities only 
from a 100-year flood. The Great 
Flood was much larger than that. 

The  West Virginia Rivers 
Coalition thinks there are better 
ways to handle floods, like early 
warning systems, limits on con- 
struction in the flood  lai in. Dar- 

ticipation in the Federal flood in- 
surance program, and perhaps 
levees in the towns. 

Founded by the AWAin 1989, the 
West Virginia Rivers Coalition has 
a concrete goal: to guarantee the 
future of thirteen West Virginia 
"crown jewel" rivers in the 
Monongahela National Forest 
(see next page). Included on our list 
are whitewater classics like the 
Smoke Hole Canyon, Blackwater, 
Shavers Fork, Laurel Fork, and the 
Cranberry. We are now conducting 
an  intense grass roots political cam- 
paign in West Viiginia for designa- 
tion of these rivers under the Wild 
and Scenic Rivers Act. Designation 
would mean: 

no dams or hydropower projects. 

improved water quality. 

@better management of mining 
and timbering. 

enhancement of river access and (r Map of Cheat Basin 
from state-sponsored river recreation. dam study. 

O u r  campaign is gaining 
momentum, but i t  is expensive. If 
you have not  a l ready joined 
WVRC. we need vour h e l ~ !  

Yes, Count me in  with over 240AWA members who have already joined WVRC! Enclosed is my tax-deductible 
contribution of $ . Donors of $20 or more become WVRC members ($10 for West Virginia residents). 

Name 
Address Home Phone 
Address Work Phone 
City State zip - 

Make your check payable to "AWAMlest Virginia Rivers Coaiition" and send to WVRC, Box 606, Ebckhannon, WV 26201. 

Please let me know how else I can help! 



Disposing of $28,846.15 a week 
By GARY CARLSON 

When I saw the line of peopL 
stacked up in front of the local Easy Mart 
I figgered there must be a special on Uticl 
Club. Buck-and-a-half a sixer. No limit. 

And being a costconscious con 
sumer, I naturally joined the throng. 

"I'm stockin' up for a paddlin 
trip," I sez to the fellow in front of me 
"Hope they got enough cases." 

"Cases?" sez he. "This here is t h ~  
Lotto line. Haven't you heard? There's 2 

50-million jackpot for this drawing." 
"Jackpots?" I retorted. "Jackpots 

is for crackpots! Don't you know the) 
never pick no one from up here in the 
Adirondacks in them Lottos. The onlj 
folks who win those Lotto drawings arc 
Queen for the Day candidates from New 
York City. Folks who budget half theh 
relief checks to gamble with the state. Real 
people don't win the Lotto." 

"That's why I figure I've got a 
good shot," replied my new acquaintance. 
"I've got a system to selecting my num- 
bers." 

"System?" I snorted. "Peoplewhc 
win don't have no systems. They fill oui 
Lotto cards the same way they used to 
completestandardized testsbefore flunkin' 
out of school-by making a design out the 
pencil marks. Or they pick six low num- 
bers cause they can't count past single 
digits. That's the kind of riff-raff that wins 
big Lottos." 

"Fifty million is worth a chance. 
Think what you could do with the money!" 

"Wouldn't change me none," I 
sez. "I already got everything I need." 

Well, by the time we'd finished 
this lengthy discourse, the line had moved 
up to the counter. Hell, I figured, I'm 
already here and it's only a buck. So I 
grabbed a card and marked in 31-53-6-9- 
20-17 (which is the gauge number of a 
certain Adirondack river) and let 'er fly. 
After all, New York state's runnin' it-so it 
ain't like it's gambling ... right? 

So that's how I came to win 
$50,000,000, which is kind of deceiving 
cause after taxes I only get $1,500,000 a 
year for the next twenty years. 

And1 wasright. Themoney hasn't 
altered me ... at least not that much. 

But it's been damned hard to 
spend $28,846.15 a week. 

I bought one of them fancy Ger- 
man cars but then I discovered it came 
with leather seats. Now how the hell can 
you run shuttle in wet shorts on leather 
seats? My butt slid around so that I almost 
unmanned myself on the shift stick while 
roundin' a sharp corner. 

Not only that, but for 70 grand, 
you'd think the damn car would come 
with rain gutters! How the Hell do you 
mount racks? I ended up drivin' my '83 
Nissen pickup. 

Then Iupgraded my official place 
of residence. You know. A palatial bach- 
elor pad. Condo heaven with cathedral 
ceilings, oriental rugs and custom cabi- 
nets. 

One of these daysI'm going to see 
it. I figure I'll get home for a couple days 
after Gauley season. No, then I gotta head 
down to the Russell Fork. And then it'll be 
raining on the Watauga ... 

That's okay. I also bought a new 
cap for the truck. 

So I'm still stuck with this prob- 
lem: how to dispose of all this disposable 
income. But I came up with an answer- 
I'm giving it away. 

You remember that classic televi- 
sion show "The Millionaire?" The show 
with that guy in the brown suit represent- 
ing an "unknown benefactor" who divied 
out a cool $1,000,000 check every week to 
some hapless schmuck who would 
promptly screw up his life with his 
newfound riches. 

I figger I could fill the role of the 
"unknown benefactor" damn well. Here's 
how it will play: 

Once ayear, I'llpick out a deserv- 
ing paddler suffering from the ills only a 
generous chunk of cash can cure. And I'm 
already preparing my short list of pre- 
ferred candidates. 

There's guys like my paddling 
buddy Ed who's condemned to be mar- 
ried this August. Ed and me haven't missed 
1 Gauley season for pretty near 10 years 
now-but I figger I better find a new pad- 
dlingpartner. His boatin' days are history, 
mister! 

Unless, that is, I make him the 
First recipient of a Carlson Grant. With a 
2001 million, Ed could ship his new missus 
2ff to Atlantic Beach or the shopping mall 
kr a week. Hell, he could hire herself a 
dond Swedish masseur and Ed could dis- 

appear for a year at a time. 
Now, I don't want no letters from 

women paddlers sayin' "Hey, Gary ... what 
about us female-type boaters who's mar- 
ried to lead-butt husbands? How's about 
some money our way." 

No way! With as many lonely 
manly boaters out there-there's no excuse 
for awomen boater to hookup with a slug 
male in the first place. If you don't like 
your situation-take him down a river in a 
raft and give him a loving nudge during 
the first drop. Hey-this might sound chau- 
vinistic-but it's my money! 

But then there's guys like my 
friend Mike. Mike's been agonizing over 
what kind of new boat to buy for almost six 
months. He's called me at least five times 
askin' for recommendations and I know 
he's also called practically every boat 
manufacturer on the planet askin' the same 
questions. 

Hell, if he knew John Lugbill's 
phone number, he'd probably call him at 
home ... at 11:OOat night ... askin'thingslike, 
"But does it surf well? or "Does it roll 
easy?" 

The real bitch is, whatever boat 
Mike finally buys, I guarantee he won't 
like it. And next year we'll all go through 
the same hassle. 

But with a million bucks--even 
Mike would be bound to find the right 
boat ... maybe. 

Or finally, there's people like 
John. John's afineboater-safe and consci- 
entious-a positive addition to any party 
of paddlers. If only he wasn't so tight. 

You know the kind. Leave a tip 
and you catch him sweeping it into his 
pocket as he leaves the table. Buy a round 
of beers and he'll sit in the toilet for half an 
hour when it's his turn to reciprocate. 
Chip in for food and he'll abstain, prefer- 
ring to nibble fromhis private bag of moldy 
granola-until your dinner's on the table. 
Anti-up for gas, and his wallet's in his 
duffle. 

You figger a million might make 
him a human off the river as well as on? 
Probably not-but it might be worth a 
Zarlson Grant just to find out. 

In the meantime, I'm trying to 
3gger out what to do with the $500,000 a 
year1 got left. That'sonly$9,615.38aweek- 
.but it's still tough. 

I wonder if I could laminate an 
xiginal Picasso to the deck of my boat ... 
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